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PROLOGUE

Fayette County Commissioners Tony
Anderson, Dan Dean, and Jack DeWeese
are astute community leaders. They know
that The Ohio State University (OSU) is a
considerable resource that can be tapped for
the benefit of their constituents. Previous
successful OSU student projects such as
2014’s Fayette County Hazard Mitigation
Plan and the Mid-West Mega Commerce
Center Study are examples of this. When
discussing the need for an update to the
County’s 2006 Land Use Strategy Plan,
the Commissioners directed Economic
Development Director & Community
Development Educator Godwin Apaliyah
to contact OSU’s City & Regional Planning
Department. As a result of this inquiry,
the Autumn 2016 graduate comprehensive
planning studio took on the challenge.

It has been a privilege for me to lead these
outstanding young professionals. The County
Commissioners, County Staff, area leaders,
and residents have been welcoming, open,
and helpful, which has facilitated the process.
The project website (www.envisionfayette.
weebly.com) included a survey which
generated hundreds of responses. A Facebook
page – enVISION Fayette County – spread
the word about the project via social media
and helped advertise public meetings. Media
coverage from the Record Herald generated
buzz and got people talking.
This entire document consists of original
writings and diagrams backed by professional
research. The prosperity of Fayette County
has personal significance to me, and it is
my sincere hope that the goals, objectives,
recommendations, and ideas contained
within this document will be implemented for
the benefit of Fayette County residents for
generations to come.

With only three months to work, these
13 graduate students have been given the
valuable opportunity to update Fayette
County’s comprehensive plan. They
completed key research, gathered meaningful
community input on issues that have
genuine impact on residents, and made
formal client visits in September, October,
November and December. These efforts,
combined with numerous conference calls,
emails, and attendance at community events
gave the students a “crash course” in all
things Fayette County. Due to the students’
enthusiastic approach, I believe their
recommendations are authentic, beneficial,
and evocative.

Chad D. Gibson, AICP
Lecturer
The Knowlton School
The Ohio State University
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“enVISION Fayette County” is an
expression of its residents’ desires to
maintain a high quality of life for all,
preserve the unique heritage of the
county, attract new opportunities, and
ensure long-term prosperity and vitality.
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INTRODUCTION
Planning for future growth and development is integral to preserving and enhancing quality
of life in Fayette County. In 2006, the county completed the Fayette County Comprehensive
Land Use Strategy plan. The enVISION Fayette County Plan is an update to the 2006 Plan
and will serve as a guiding document for the community in addressing long-term goals and
growth. The enVISION Fayette County Plan conveys the vision of what Fayette County
strives to be based on the needs and values of the county’s residents. This document offers
updates to the goals and recommendations originally outlined in the 2006 Fayette County
Comprehensive Land Use Strategy Plan, and incorporates new feedback from residents,
business owners, and county officials. The enVISION Fayette County Plan serves as an
expression of the thoughts and feedback of resident-led subcommittees and suggests how to
bolster partnerships to achieve the goals setout in the plan. Input from the public has been
invaluable in the formation of this plan and established how the communities represented
can work together to help the county realize its fullest potential.

REVIEW OF THE 2006 FAYETTE COUNTY
COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLAN
The Fayette County 2006 Comprehensive Land Use Strategy Plan consists of eight sections,
each of which was written by a subcommittee of community stakeholders. The eight sections
listed in that plan were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Infrastructure;
Economic Development;
Health and Safety;
Historic and Cultural Preservation;
Natural Resources;
Parks and Recreation;
Education;
Growth Management and Land Use.

Each section covered a variety of topics aimed at moving the county in a new direction,
all while maintaining the rural character of Fayette County. Fayette County developed
recommendations for the plan through a citizen-based approach. This approach promoted
active resident involvement through community meetings. The community meetings guided
the planning subcommittees and informed them of the citizens’ concerns and aspirations for
the county. The subcommittees created the plan sections which generally list values, history,
policy, existing conditions, and recommendations as subsections. The enVISION Fayette
County Plan builds on top of the foundation established in the 2006 Plan.
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PUBLIC PROCESS AND OUTREACH
In updating a community’s comprehensive plan, the public outreach and feedback process is
vital for capturing a community’s culture and vision for the future. Public feedback on the
2006 plan centered on nine subcommittees that focused on specific issue areas: agriculture,
natural resources, health & safety, infrastructure, education, economic development,
recreation, housing, and historical and cultural preservation. These subcommittees were the
initial basis of the enVISION Fayette County plan’s public outreach efforts.
Beyond the subcommittees, planners creating the enVISION Fayette County plan sought to
engage a diverse group of county residents through a variety of mediums. An online survey
gathered feedback from residents on their priorities and goals for the county, while a website
and Facebook page updated the community on other opportunities for engagement and the
planning process. To connect with residents offline, notifications about opportunities for
engagement were published in the Record Herald and over one hundred letters and surveys
were mailed to local businesses and community stakeholders. In addition, planners attended
five local events, including a public parks meeting, an arts and economic development
meeting, a presentation on education in the county, the Scarecrow Festival, and the Thrill
in the Ville Halloween Festival. At these events, planners engaged with residents to discuss
community needs and concerns and obtained survey feedback.

SURVEYS COLLECTED

TOP REASONS PEOPLE LIVE IN FAYETTE COUNTY

1
2
3

228

200

GOAL

COLLECTED

Family Ties
Rural Character and Lifestyle
Close Sense of Community & Proximity to Jobs

TIMELINE

15
6
parks and
recreation
meeting

arts and
economic
development
meeting
state of
education
meeting

22

17

thrill on
the ville
halloween
festival

scarecrow
festival

SEP

stakeholders
come to OSU

NOV

OCT
community land use
workshop suitability
meeting
event

meeting with
subcommittee
groups

1

17

6

25
13

public meeting to
present initial goals and
recommendations

3

DEC
final
presentation
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The key opportunities for community engagement were four interactive public meetings that
took place at Southern State Community College in September, October, November, and
December. Each of these meetings is described in greater detail below:
The goal for the September meeting was to make initial connections with community
stakeholders and residents. At the first meeting, planners spoke with attendees who divided
themselves based on the subcommittee categories created for the 2006 plan. The groups
discussed existing conditions, areas of concern, and emerging needs for the county.
The goals for the second meeting were to update the public on the plan’s new structure
and gather feedback that formed the basis for plan recommendations. During the meeting,
planners presented the enVISION Fayette County layout and the meaning behind the plan’s
four themes: people, place, prosperity, and partnerships. Additionally, planners presented
their public outreach efforts and results to date. Participants then broke into groups based on
the four themes, where they engaged in a variety of activities such as prioritizing locations
and strategies with sticker dot voting, filling out questionnaires, and conversations about
key issues. This interactive, cherette-style, session allowed planners to identify areas of
opportunity for each pillar theme.
The goal of the third meeting was to gain feedback from residents about initial
recommendations. Planners presented final survey results before breaking into the four
theme groups. Within these groups, planners held roundtable discussions about the drafted
recommendations to date. From these conversations, planners were able to make final
modifications to the recommendations in order to best reflect the community’s vision.
The final community meeting was held in December, where planners presented the final
enVISION Fayette County plan document. At this gathering, planners working on each
theme presented their main findings and recommendations, as well as strategies to implement
the plan over different time frames.
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PLAN ORGANIZATION
enVISION Fayette County is grouped into five major themes: People, Place, Prosperity,
Partnerships, and Implementation. Although it is organized differently, enVISION Fayette
County is not a completely new document but a revision and update of the chapters of the
2006 Fayette County Comprehensive Land Use Strategy plan.
The reorganized themes focus on the people who call Fayette County home, the places
that create high quality of life, the opportunities to build and enhance prosperity, and the
important partnerships needed between municipalities, non-government entities, and the
County to respond to community-wide challenges. The sections discussing each of these
themes states an overall vision for the theme and the sub-sections within the chapter list
goals, existing conditions, and strategies to achieve the goals. Each strategy includes a
description of the strategy and an estimated time frame for implementation. The time frame
descriptions are as follows:
Time Frame Descriptors:
On-going
Immediate: 2017
Short Term: 2017 to 2019
Medium Term: 2020 to 2022
Long Term: 2022 +
Completed

The Implementation chapter outlines the framework required to accomplish the strategies
stated in the plan. Additionally, the appendix provides a quick reference table of the
strategies included throughout the document and a list of potential funding options for
the county. Throughout the enVISION Fayette County plan the words “will,” shall, and
“should” are used. These words are not meant to be a legal mandate but are included to
emphasise the importance of the recommendation in meeting the county’s goals.
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INTRODUCTION
People - the residents of Fayette County - are at the center of the enVISION Fayette County
planning efforts. This section provides an overview of the people who call Fayette County
home and assesses the general health, safety, well-being, and educational opportunities of
county residents. This section also inventories the unique culture and heritage of the county
and identifies opportunities for people of all ages to thrive. In addition, this section lists
goals identified by the public and other key stakeholders that aim to enhance quality of life
and retain the rich sense of place that makes Fayette County a desirable place for people to
live, work, and raise a family.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Fayette County hopes to attract 5,000 new residents to the county. According to the United
States Census Bureau, Fayette County lost 351 residents from 2010 to 2015. The county will
need to develop strategies to mitigate further population loss and attract new residents to
achieve this goal.
AGE

GENDER

40.6

49.5%

MEDIAN AGE

MALE

4500
4000

population

3500
3,362

3000

14,292

3,902

3,679

50.5%

FEMALE

2500

2,583

14,583

2000
1,890

1500

1,708
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4

4
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4

4
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4
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4
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4
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9
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0-5

4
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age

20%

40%

60%

80%
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GERMAN
20%
21

40%

IRISH

DUTCH

of the population
is represented
by one of five
ancestries

ENGLISH

48%

60%

80%

FRENCH

ANCESTRY

100%

CULTURE
Cultural events and amenities are essential to the quality of life that Fayette County
residents enjoy. While the county has a rich cultural history and hosts a variety of events,
residents identified opportunities for improvement. Local citizens were particularly
interested in the availability of public event spaces, the limited opportunities for walking
tours of historic sites and cemeteries, and the lack of venues to celebrate locally-produced
food, music, and goods. This subsection identifies existing cultural assets and proposes
opportunities for expansion that are in keeping with the unique heritage of the county.

Goal 1: Establish additional festivals to celebrate the food, music, and locally-produced
goods of Fayette County.
Goal 2: Further develop and market cultural tourism activities.
Goal 3: Encourage city beautification strategies to create new destinations in the county
for residents and visitors.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Festivals

Existing

Fire in The Sky
County Fair
Scarecrow Festival
Farmers Market
Hot Air Balloon Glow
Thrill in the Ville
Airport Open House
Hometown Holiday Festival

Proposed

Movies in the Park
Ice Skating
Painting in the Park
Pop-up Biergarten
Community Clean-up
Car Show
Community Garage Sale
Weekend Concert line-up
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December

November

October

September

August

July

June

May

April

March

February

Annual
Events

January

Fayette County offers a variety of annual events and festivals that attract locals and
visitors alike. These events celebrate and showcase the culture of the county and add to the
entertainment options that residents enjoy. The desire for additional festivals and public
gatherings came up regularly during the public engagement process and in conversations with
the County Commissioners and representatives of the Travel and Tourism Bureau. County
residents provided some specific examples of the kinds of activities and festivals that they
would like to see pursued in the future. The County Commissioners expressed a desire to
provide more entertainment options as part of the strategy to retain residents, particularly
young people. The events proposed in the graphic below capture feedback from residents and
opportunities to build on the existing sense of community. Some of the proposed options
are also intended to help build the county’s tourism base, thereby contributing to economic
development activity as well.

CULTURAL TOURISM
Fayette County has a rich history and offers opportunities for visitors and residents to learn
about its unique culture and heritage. There are several walking tours showcasing properties
that are recognized on the National Register of Historic Places. The county has also worked
to establish tours of historic cemeteries, including some private family plots. The culture
subcommittee is encouraging townships to further inventory family cemeteries for future
tours.
Fayette County also has an extensive network of Underground Railroad sites, which are
represented on the map below. Some of these structures have been lost, but the contributions
of the county to the Network to Freedom live on. For more information on the historical
significance of these sites, please see entry 1.2 in Appendix F: References.
UNDERGROUND RAILROAD SITES

1
5
4
3
2
11

6

9
10
8
7

1. WILLIAM USTICK HOME
2. JAMES ALEXANDER HOME
3. BLOOMINGBURG PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
4. COL. JAMES STEWART HOME
5. ADAM STEELE HOME
6. MOSES RAWLINGS HOME
7. EBENUEZER/THOMAS MCELROY HOME
8. AUGUSTUS WEST SITE
9. ALEX BEATTY HOME
10. ROBERT TEMPLETON HOME
11. GEORGE STEWART SITE
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Incorporating public art within
the downtown core both
activates underutilized public
space and showcases the
strength of local artists.
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PUBLIC ART
Public art installations are in relatively short supply in Fayette County. Still, the county has
several murals, memorial parks, and public squares, which create destinations and convey
a sense of place. Residents expressed interest in adding to these installations to create focal
points, beautify public spaces, and mark new destinations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
Establish additional festivals to celebrate the food, music, and locally- produced 		
		
goods of Fayette County.
		
		Strategy: Develop additional public spaces designed to host concerts, festivals, 		
		
weddings, picnics, and other events.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Pursue additional sponsorship dollars so that Fayette County event 		
		
spaces can better compete with other venues for concerts.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Goal 2:

Further develop and market cultural tourism activities.

		Strategy: Aggressively market the county’s festivals,
		
restaurants, tours, shopping, and tourist destinations on local television 		
		
channels, in hotels, and at the Tanger Outlets.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Develop additional print and digital materials on the extensive 		
		
network of local places that were part of the Underground Railroad and frame
		
their significance within the regional Network to Freedom.		
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Further inventory family cemetery plots in the townships and
market historic cemetery tours using digital and print materials.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 3:
		

Encourage city beautification strategies to create new destinations in the county for 		
residents and visitors.

		Strategy: Pursue additional resources to fund public art installations.			
		
See the Capital Improvement Potential Funding Sources section of the 			
		
Implementation chapter for funding opportunities.		
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Incorporate murals, sculptures and ornate landscaping into public 		
		
space design and redevelopment to create destinations and community 			
		gateways.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
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EDUCATION
Fayette County has a diverse and far-reaching education system consisting of two public
school districts, a community college branch, and a number of other educational assets. The
two primary public school districts in the county, Miami Trace Local Schools and Washington
Court House City Schools executed an aggressive facility construction plan over the past 10
years. In 2009 the Fayette County Campus of Southern State Community College expanded,
adding classrooms and community space. Looking forward, the demand for skilled labor and
employees with greater educational attainment is projected to increase. The skills that future
employers will require speaks to the need for greater collaboration between educational
entities, industry, and businesses essential to promoting economic development and ensuring
economic opportunities for residents of the county.

Goal 1: Leverage industry and educational partners in the community to promote
economic development and increase economic opportunities for residents and
employers in the county.
Goal 2: Pursue opportunities to improve access and pedestrian safety at Fayette County
Schools

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The statistics and measures for education in the county have improved significantly over
time, but educational attainment for the school districts and the adult population still lags
behind both state and national averages.
ENROLLMENT IN FAYETTE COUNTY

SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE
Miami Trace
401 sq mi

103

Great Oaks
Vocational School District

Washington
Court House
5 sq mi

554

Southern State
Community College

1289

RESIDENTS OLDER THAN 25
WITH A BACHELOR’S DEGREE OR HIGHER

Fayette
County

Ohio

High Schools: Washington
Court House & Miami Trace

RESIDENTS WITH A
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
United States
86.3%

United States

Fayette County

84%
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
Leverage industry and educational partners in the community to promote economic 		
		
development and increase economic opportunities for residents and employers in the
		county.
		Strategy: Increase collaboration with the Great Oaks Juvenile Vocational 		
		
School District and local employers to offer a more cohesive and complete 		
		
technical and vocational education to high school students in the county.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Increase course and degree options at Southern State Community 		
		
College to further diversify the educational offerings that support current and 		
		
future employment opportunities in the county.
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Goal 2:
Pursue opportunities to improve access and pedestrian safety at Fayette County 		
		Schools
		
		Strategy: Promote safe access to schools and healthy lifestyles for students 		
		
by constructing paths, sidewalks, and crosswalks where possible. Pursue 		
		
opportunities to connect new trails to schools when possible.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Continue to pursue the installation of a traffic signal at the Miami 		
		
Trace campus to reduce traffic congestion and improve pedestrian safety.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Increase safety at bus stops by installing walking paths and lighting, 		
		
and consider the installation of a pedestrian overpass at Southern State 		
		
Community College.
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
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HEALTH & SAFETY
Community health and safety has become increasingly important to Fayette County.
According to the United States Census Bureau, 20 percent of Fayette County adults
reported having fair or poor health in the past 30 days in 2010. Additionally, the Office of
Criminal Justice Services (OCJS) states that more crimes were reported in 2014 than in 2009,
suggesting that crime in the area has increased. Many community members are working
to combat health issues and crime in the county, and this section supports their efforts to
improve public health and enhance quality of life for Fayette County residents.

Goal 1: Encourage and support wellness and physical activity.
Goal 2: Reduce crime and increase community safety in Fayette County.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
As of October 2016, all of Fayette County qualifies as a Federal Medically Underserved
Area (MUA). According to Policy Map, “Medically Underserved Areas are designated by
the Federal Health Resources and Services Administration as having too few primary care
providers, high infant mortality, high poverty, and/or a high elderly population”. As of 2014,
Fayette County had just 11 primary care physicians, compared to neighboring Madison
County’s 23, Clinton County’s 31, and Pickaway County’s 26, meaning that maintaining the
health of Fayette County residents and retaining existing medical facilities is a top priority.
FAYETTE COUNTY RESIDENTS
WITH CHRONIC CONDITIONS IN 2010

40%

with high cholesterol

38%

with high blood pressure

24%

with depression

12%

with diabetes

11%

with COPD

10%

with asthma

FAYETTE COUNTY RESIDENTS
HEALTH RISK FACTORS IN 2013
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32%

Adults reporting to be obese
(body mass index of 30 or greater)

16%

Adults not meeting physical activity
recommendations

86%

Adults who do not eat five or more
daily servings of fruit / vegetables

In 2015, unintentional drug overdose was the leading cause of injury-related death in Ohio.
Unintentional drug overdoses caused the deaths of 3,050 Ohio residents in 2015, the highest
number on record in the state. The increased amount of drug use and abuse is a significant
concern for the Fayette County community. Focusing on this and other public safety
issues that are important to county residents is crucial to improving the quality of life in
Fayette County. The Fayette County Sheriff ’s Office and Washington Court House Police
Department provide public safety services in the area and additional actions can support law
enforcement efforts and prevent future crimes.

UNINTENTIONAL DRUG-RELATED
DEATHS IN FAYETTE COUNTY

FAYETTE COUNTY CRIME TRENDS

17.5%
433%

DECREASE IN CRIME
BETWEEN 2011 AND 2014

INCREASE IN DEATHS
BETWEEN 2010 AND 2015
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5

5

4
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07
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20
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20
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20
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1
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Encourage and support wellness and physical activity.

		Strategy: Update neighborhoods to better support physical activity and 		
		
incorporate health benefit considerations into future development proposals
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Create a working group to develop strategies focused on attracting 		
		
and retaining health care professionals in Fayette County, and to ensure 		
		
that the local hospital provides high quality care.		
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Goal 2:
Reduce crime and increase community safety in Fayette County
		
		Strategy: Improve the availability and accessibility of drug & alcohol 			
		
rehabilitation and intervention programs.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		
		Strategy: Secure funding to remodel the building that will have the proposed 		
		
men’s residential drug treatment facility.
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
		Strategy: Increase knowledge among providers and patients about existing 		
		
drug treatment programs.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Secure funding for the development of a new county jail to expand 		
		
inmate capacity and improve safety for officers and offenders.
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
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PLACE
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INTRODUCTION
Places serve as a magnet for friends, families, and communities to gather. They are the
homes where our families grow, public spaces where we create new memories, or institutions
that connect us to the community. Fayette County already has many assets that can be
strengthened and built upon. These include buildings rich in history, an abundance of green
spaces and natural land, many charming neighborhoods with well-maintained homes, and a
solid foundation of transportation and infrastructure connections.
Amidst these opportunities, county demographics continue to change and buildings, homes,
and infrastructure continues to age. Adapting to and preparing for these changes will allow
Fayette County to remain nimble and be ready with solutions for emerging needs. For
enVISION Fayette County, planning for ‘place’ means providing spaces and connections
that draw people together and strengthen their attachment to their community. This section
represents the compilation of community feedback and a strengthened vision for place in
Fayette County. Good placemaking results in communities that are full of energy, vibrancy,
and opportunity - the enVISION for Fayette County.
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HISTORIC PLACES
Fayette County is a vibrant community committed to the continued care of its natural and
historic resources. Historic amenities in the county serve as a draw for tourism and a critical
component of placemaking for the community.
Goal 1: Ensure that historic places are a valuable component of placemaking and are
connected with existing and planned amenities.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Fayette County had 26 known stops on the underground railroad, 11 of which still stand
today. There are also 17 buildings or areas listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
All but one of them is standing today. Other places of historic interest in the county include
old schoolhouses and cemeteries.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES

2, 5, 11, 15
3
8
9, 16
12
17
4, 14

1

6

7

10
13
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

17

SITES LISTED ON THE
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES

AREAS OF INTEREST NOT
ON THE NATIONAL REGISTERY

1. William Burnett House: Built in 1869 (Destroyed)
2. Courthouse: Built in 1882
3. Jackson Mound
4. Judy Chapel: Built in 1905
5. Barney Kelley House: Built in 1875
6. Jacob Light House: Built in 1875
7. Mark Road Bridge:
8. William McCafferty Farmhouse
9. Rawlings Brownell House: Built in 1851
10. Robinson Pavey House: Built in 1850
11. Morris Sharp House: Built in 1875
12. Edward Smith Jr. Farm: Built in 1855
13. Sollars Farmstead
14. Washington Cemetery Historic District
15. Washington Court House Commercial Historic District
16. Washington School
17. Woodlawn Farm House: Built in 1878

Rural Cemeteries
St. Colman Catholic Church
Grace United Methodist Church
Sollars House
Hegler House
Haigler House
Hukill House
Brock House
Lampe House
Wendle House
Underground Railroad sites
Eyman Woods
Coil Campgrounds
Washington Middle School
Bloomingburg Academy
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
		

Ensure that historic places are a valuable component of placemaking and are 		
connected with existing and planned amenities.

		Strategy: Identify historic sites that can be connected via bike paths or 			
		
walking trails, increase and expand tours to include cemeteries, 				
		
historically significant sites, and underground railroad sites.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Adopt wayfinding tools that connect people from busy public spaces 		
		
to historic places. Strategies for wayfinding tools are discussed in more detail in
		
the Parks & Recreation section.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Focus on reactivating historic districts in Washington Court House to
		
make the area more attractive as a destination.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Pursue the listing of any sites of interest on the National Register of
		
Historic Places list.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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PARKS AND RECREATION
An abundance of greenspaces and recreational opportunities make Fayette County a
desirable place to live, work and play. Parks and recreation are central to the enVISION
Fayette County plan. The preservation and expansion of the county’s parks, forests,
waterways and green corridors contribute substantially to the welfare of Fayette County
residents. This network of parks, trails, and open space forms the backbone of Fayette
County’s ecological system and is no less essential to the county’s prosperity and livability
than any other kind of infrastructure. Like systems designed for transportation and
water treatment, this ecological system must be managed. This section addresses the need
to preserve and expand the county’s network of greenspace by providing more parks in
developed areas, preserving the region’s most important natural assets and providing
connections between parks and preserves. These investments will help to ensure the
continued desirability of Fayette County and contribute to the improved health of the
region’s residents and economic vitality.
Goal 1: Identify sites for future park and recreation space.
Goal 2: Ensure the financial sustainability of Fayette County’s parks by allowing
opportunities for leasing public park facilities for programs and events.
Goal 3: Restore and improve existing park programmming infrastructure such as paths,
furniture and lighting through a combination of private and public funds.

FAYETTE COUNTY PARK SURVEY RESULTS
“WHAT TYPE OF PARK WOULD YOU LIKE MOST”
15

primary preference
secondary preference

12

14
13
12
11

Resident Votes

votes

the most often
requested park
typology is a
nature preserve

07

10
9
8
7

votes

the second most
often requested
park typologies
are a historic
leisure park and
a play-focused
park

6
5
4
3
2
1

Historic Leisure Park

Play-Focused Park

Nature Preserve
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Athletic-Focused Park

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Fayette County’s existing parks and greenspaces encompass a rich diversity of leisure options
and ecological assets. This diversity includes trails for strolling and biking, playgrounds,
sporting fields, and memorials, all of which are set within a landscape of manicured lawns,
wetlands, forests, meadows, and urban environments.
The county’s current greenspace holdings comprise over 400 acres of lands and trail networks
that extend over 35 miles, connecting Fayette County to neighboring ones. Yet the county’s
green space and trail networks need to be expanded and enriched in order to create the best
possible experience for residents and visitors. The recommendations for Fayette County’s
parks and recreation are intended to set a framework for how the county manages, restores,
and expands their greenspace holdings and to ensure that Fayette County maintains a rich
and diverse environment.
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278

35

acres of public park space

miles of scenic biking and hiking trails

1,532

17

tons of carbon sequestered from the
existing park space

baseball diamonds currently in Fayette County

1/4 m
ile
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EXISTING PUBLIC PARKS
PARK NAME

ACRES

AMENITIES

Veterans Memorial Park

0.06

Benches, Gardens

Katie Schwartz Park

0.37

Playground, Picnicking, Basketball Court

Eyman Park

16.85

Shelterhouse, Skate Park, Playground,
Picnicking, Basketball Court, Softball
Fields, Greenway Trail Access, Tennis
Courts, Historic Train Display

Chrisman Memorial Park

17.60

Shelterhouse, Playground, Picnicking,
Basketball Court, Greenway Trail
Access, Dog Park

Washington Park

18.15

Shelterhouse, Performance Lawn,
Playground, Picnicking, Fishing Ponds,
Hiking Trail, Greenway Trail Access

Gardener Athletic Field

18.50

Shelterhouse, Football Stadium, Tennis
Courts, Picnicking, Greenway Trail
Access, Performance Lawn

The Farm

206.72

YMCA, Sport Fields, Resevoir, Fishing,
Picnicking, Model Airplane Field, Habitat
Restoration, Gardens, Walking Trail

POTENTIAL PUBLIC PARK

Washington Country Club

76.36

45

Shelterhouse, Nine-hole Golf Course,
Tennis Courts, Picnicking, Pond,
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Identify sites for future park and recreation space.

		Strategy: Strategically target areas for future greenspace and green 			
		infrastructure.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Expand the existing Rails to Trails network, creating vital linkages 		
		
between existing and proposed parks and green infrastructure.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: The YMCA site should be considered for further recreational 			
		
development, including the addition of sporting fields, a natatorium, and other
		
aquatic-focused programmed spaces. 		
		
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Goal 2:
		

Ensure the financial sustainability of Fayette County’s parks by allowing 			
opportunities for leasing public park facilities for programs and events.

		Strategy: Adopt an aggressive marketing strategy to promote parks as spaces 		
		
that can be leased for public and private events, thus providing additional 		
		
funding for park improvements.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 3:
		

Restore and improve existing park programming and infrastructure such as 		
paths, furniture and lighting through a combination of private and public funds.

		Strategy: Identify a combination of motivating and capital campaign projects 		
		
to help ensure the long-term financial sustainability of a Parks and Recreation
		Department.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Restore cultural landscapes, such as agricultural 				
		
hedgerows and historic cemeteries and incorporate them into a larger 			
		
Greenspace Plan.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		

*Motivating Campaign projects refers to projects addressed with
donated funds such as restoration work, memorial trees and
program improvements
*Capital Campaign projects refers to projects addressed with city
and county funds as well as through grant awards such as park
improvements, streetscape improvements and park infrastructure
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HOUSING
Home is the grounding place where people recharge, build families, and create memories. Its
conditions have serious impacts on an individual’s health and economic success. Housing is
also one of the social determinants of health meaning where people call home has a direct
link to their health outcomes like life expectancy and mental health. Furthermore, stable
and affordable housing can lead to greater educational attainment for children and financial
stability later in life. Given this context, Fayette County should develop and maintain a
housing stock that is of high quality, diverse in type, affordable, and accessible to all Fayette
County residents.

Goal 1: Improve the diversity of housing types in Fayette County.
Goal 2: Cultivate affordable and accessible housing options in Fayette County.
Goal 3: Provide resources that encourage residential property maintenance and upkeep.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
During the October community workshop, a five-question housing survey was distributed to
attendees to help discern the county’s most pressing housing needs. Themes identified from
the the survey responses were used in establishing the housing existing conditions and final
recommendations.
A significant amount of renters and homeowners in Fayette County are spending more than
one-third of their income on housing. Overall, 75% county residents reported that they have
trouble meeting their housing costs and identified a lack of affordable housing as one of the
biggest challenges facing the community.
By 2030 1 in 5 Americans will be over 65. Fayette County mirrors the national trend with the
amount of residents over 65 increasing in the past 5 years, as well as an identified growth in
senior housing needs. 73% of survey respondents stated that property upkeep and mobility
within the home are the biggest barriers for the elderly.
Over 25% of Fayette County homes were built before 1939 and 80% of survey respondents
stated that there is a need to rehabilitate historic homes. Amidst this, most respondents
reported that upkeep is the most challenging housing cost to manage.
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HOMEOWNERS AND RENTERS

39%

61%

Renters

Homeowners

HOME AFFORDABILITY

50%
25%

of renters spend more than 1/3 of
their income on housing
of homeowners spend more than
1/3 of their income on housing

TOP HOME BARRIERS FOR THE ELDERLY

PROPERTY UPKEEP
MOBILITY WITHIN
THE HOME
AGEING HOUSING STOCK

25%

of housing stock is built
before 1939
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What is Affordable Housing?
Affordable housing is not section 8 housing. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development defines affordable housing as housing for which the occupant(s) is/are paying no
more than 30 percent of his or her income for gross housing costs, including utilities.

$44,300

Professionals that earn this type
of income include:

The amount reported by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, that a family of 4 in
Fayette County could make to quality
for affordable housing.
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University Students
Bank Tellers		

Custodians
Police Officers

Teachers			

Paramedics

Firefighters			

Mechanics

RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Improve the diversity of housing types in Fayette County.

		Strategy: Conduct an in-depth housing assessment to establish where different 		
		
types of housing are located in the county, to understand which neighborhoods
		
are experiencing the most severe declines in housing conditions, and to obtain 		
		
a current snapshot of housing market conditions. This document can serve as 		
		
a critical tool for data-driven decision making amongst housing investors and 		
		government agencies. 		
		
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 2:

Cultivate affordable and accessible housing options in Fayette County.

		Strategy: Seek out and establish collaborative relationships with developers to 		
		
increase moderate-income housing development.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Apply for state and federal government grants to develop moderate-		
		
to-middle-income housing. These grants can be obtained by nonprofit entities 		
		
to develop and rehabilitate housing that caters to persons with 				
		
moderate to middle incomes.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 3:

Provide resources that encourage residential property maintenance and upkeep.

		Strategy: Publicize existing programs that assist seniors with home 			
		
modifications and maintenance, and apply for funding that can be 			
		
passed along to senior households. This allows seniors to modify 				
		
their homes, so that they are able to safely age in place.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Publicize existing programs that assist with home maintenance, and 		
		
apply for home repair grant funding for county residents. Fayette County 		
		
should review best-practices for providing property maintenance support 		
		
through grants or volunteer neighbor-to-neighbor programs.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
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TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure and transportation are the seen and unseen networks that connect people
and places in Fayette County. These networks are critical to the health of the residents, the
environment, and the economy of Fayette County. These networks, which include roadways,
railways, airways, pedestrian facilities, and public service facilities, guide commuting
patterns, future economic expansion and land use patterns. The vision for Fayette County is
to create a livable community with high quality networks that connect people to work, home,
and amenities.

Goal 1: Ensure that the county’s transportation network promotes economic 			
development that is consistent with growth goals and enhances the overall quality of 		
life for residents of Fayette County.
Goal 2: Enhance and expand public infrastructure and services in a way that maximizes
investments and supports growth and economic development goals.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Transportation Network:
The County maintains many miles of roads and bridges. There are many existing and
planned bike trail projects in the county. Much of the rail infrastructure is abandoned, which
is a significant resource for future trail projects. Recently, the Fayette County Airport underwent a multi million dollar rehabilitation to bring it up to Federal Aviation Administration
standards and to attract new users. The Community Action Coalition operates a demand-response transit service that serves the entire county.
Public Services Network and Systems
Public utilities include sewer and water systems, natural gas pipelines, waste management,
electric and fiberoptic corridors. According to the Fayette County Engineer’s Office, there are
a number of publicly owned and operated sewer and water systems in the county.
• All of the unincorporated areas of Fayette County are one sewer district. Within
this district are improvement areas such as the Culpepper area. There are publicly owned treatment works in the areas of I-71 & US35 (water & sewer), Village of
Good Hope (sewer), and Flakes Ford (sewer).
• The city of Washington Court House and the villages of Bloomingburg,
Jeffersonville and New Holland all have their own water and sewer systems.

20%

of homes in
the county use
personal wells

years
is the avearge
age of county
septic systems

40

20%

3

5,097

$3.8 mil

18

39,886 19%

hangers
were recently
constructed or
rehabbed

total vehicles
in the fleet

feet of runway

Annual Trips
in 2015 (2.8
passengers/hr)
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of homes in
the county use
septic systems

in recent upgrades,
90% federally funded

of trips are for
elderly or disabled
passengers

TRANSPORTATION INVENTORY
COMPLETED TRAIL
PLANNED TRAIL

ACTIVE RAIL
ABANDONED RAIL

729

71

MAJOR ROADS

38

754

3
62

71

41

35

38
22

753

22

35

3

753

62
41
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
		
		

Ensure that the county’s transportation network promotes economic development 		
that is consistent with growth goals and enhances the overall quality of life 			
for residents of Fayette County.

		Strategy: Create a plan to track, measure and update transportation 			
		
infrastructure to maintain a high quality network of roads and trails.
		
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Convert old rail beds into trails.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Consider non-trail bike and pedestrian amenities to connect trails.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
		Strategy: Consider the aging population and the potential for future 			
		
demand increases for transit service. Consider a semi fixed route in high 			
		
demand areas like Washington Court House.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Goal 2:
		

Enhance and expand public infrastructure and services in a way that maximizes 		
investments and supports growth and economic development goals.

		Strategy: Bring all sewer and water services up to EPA standards.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
		Strategy: Work with state and federal programs to maintain and replace 		
		
outdated septic and well systems.
		Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
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PROSPERITY

57
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INTRODUCTION
Fayette County has a proud history of creating the opportunity for its residents to build
comfortable, healthy, and prosperous lives. The county’s abundant natural resources,
agricultural and industrial production abilities, and strategic location are assets that the
county can continue to leverage to create opportunity for future generations. However,
changes in the national and regional economy require new creativity in promoting Fayette
County’s strengths. Economic development activities must continue to include traditional
business attraction through incentives and site preparation, but should also expand to reflect
new realities. Tourism, support for small businesses, and workforce development are all
increasingly important in building a resilient, 21st Century economy.
Fayette County’s agricultural land remains its most important economic engine. The
potential for new development requires careful consideration of how to protect the county’s
farmland, waterways, and other natural resources. The principles of self-sufficiency and
growth management are critical for guiding the county’s use of its resources to increase
prosperity while preserving the community’s unique assets. The Prosperity section states
goals and explores opportunities for balancing economic growth and the conservation of
Fayette County’s natural resources and rural lifestyle.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Some of the county’s best economic opportunities will be homegrown - large and small
businesses started by Fayette County residents will expand economic growth and provide
jobs for neighbors.

Goal 1: Promote the success of small businesses located in Fayette County.
Goal 2: Encourage the redevelopment and reuse of underutilized commercial and 		
industrial sites in the county.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

$9,397,000

NUMBER OF BUSINESS STARTS
70

amount of lending to small
businesses in 2015

62

60
50
40

38

30

36

33

32

20

total annual payroll for businesses
in Fayette County in 2012

15

20

20

14

13
20

12
20

20

11

10

$5,502,466,000

NUMBER OF ACTIVE BUSINESSES
495

total sales, receipts, and value of
shipments from Fayette County
businesses in 2012

491
482

485
475

470
15
20

14

13

466
20

12
20

20

11

467

20

465

$267,718,000
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The Washington Court House Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC) provides
incentives for economic development to
businesses located in the city. The CIC does
not currently have a formal process to apply
for incentives.

The Jeffersonville Crossing outlet mall is
largely vacant. It’s owned by a trucking
company based out of Wilmington, which
recently added an RV sales and service dealer.
Part of the facility is also being used by the
soybean company for storage.

300

Number of local busiensses
that are members of the
Fayette County Chamber of
Commerce

+122%

Percentage of sales tax
income from non-residents
as compared to residents.

21

Active Tax
Increment
Financing districts

4

Active Community
Reinvestment Areas
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Promote the success of small businesses located in Fayette County.
Strategy: Continue the practice of regularly visiting local businesses to ensure
that they are well-supported.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Strategy: Convene local entrepreneurs, farmers and lenders to discuss gaps in
small business and small farm lending, particularly for microbusinesses.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Work with local lenders or community development financial 		
institutions (CDFIs) to identify existing products that may fill gaps in lending
and encourage the development of products that may not currently exist, as is
feasible.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Work to connect underrepresented entrepreneurs, like women,
with supports like the Women’s Business Centers of Ohio, which can help
connect prospective business owners to resources and training.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Meet with local anchor institutions like Southern State Community
College and Fayette Memorial Hospital to discuss if there are opportunities for
them to purchase from or contract with local businesses.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Market local produce grown in Fayette County through communitysupported agriculture programs and a farmers market at the Tanger Outlet.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Change local and county-wide zoning codes to explicitly allow and
support the production of craft beer.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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Goal 2:
		

Encourage the redevelopment and reuse of underutilized commercial and 		
industrial sites in the county.
Strategy: Collect information on vacant commercial, industrial, or office space
in the county, including the condition of the space and rents. Create a page
on the county website to highlight available commercial or industrial space in
the county.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Publically identify a point person to work with new businesses and
entrepreneurs to find suitable commercial, office, or industrial space within the
county.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Promote economic development in areas with existing commercial
development or near other key nodes, like tourist attractions or other 		
amenities.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Maintain the county’s high retail pull factor by enticing consumers
to visit commercial areas through tools like a Downtown Redevelopment
District and the promotion of historic establishments.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Utilize business grants offered through state agencies and partners
like JobsOhio to maintain and expand local businesses.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
BUSINESS ATTRACTION AND EXPANSION
Attracting new businesses to the county and encouraging employers that are already here to
expand will help build prosperity for the county and its residents.

Goal 1: Expand and update the county’s brand.
Goal 2: Reassess the Mid-West Mega Commerce Center (M2C2) site in order to make a
		
final determination of whether it should continue to be targeted for large-scale 		
		
development or if it should be divided and developed incrementally.
Goal 3: Expand existing employers and attract new industry to the Washington Court
		
House Industrial Park.
Goal 4: Promote M2C2 as a site for a windmill farm.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Mid-West Mega Commerce Center (M2C2) is a 1,660 acre industrial site located at the
interchange of Interstate 71 and Highway 35. The county has marketed the site heavily
to site selectors, but estimates indicate it will take years and tens of millions of dollars to
complete.
“It will take $32 million to complete the Mega Site and it will
take $22 million to turn it into an industrial park.”
- Robert Kinzer, Mayor of Jeffersonville

Bluegrass Farms utilizes the M2C2 site to process non-GMO soybeans, which are transported
via the rail-spur located on the site and shipped to Asia.
The Volero plant in Bloomingburg utilizes the rail infrastructure and is a large consumer of
corn in the county.
The City of Washington Court House has used the following incentive strategies to attract
industry in recent years:
Property tax abatements and income-based incentives
Abatements on impact fees for sewer and water connection
Tax-Increment Financing (TIF) on commercial development. A list of active TIF
districts is included in appendix B.
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The Washington Court House
Industrial Park (below) has
281 acres of shovel-ready
developable land adjacent to
U.S. Route 35 and 12 miles
from Interstate 71. The
Midwest Mega Commerce
Center site (left) has over
1600 acres of, not yet shovelready, developable land that
is currently marketed to large
scale industrial companies.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Expand and update the county’s brand.
Strategy: Create an online and print ad campaign aimed at large companies
and site selectors that highlights the positive aspects of Fayette County. Utilize
in-house resources to create the ad campaign or hire a third party.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Make the County’s website more user-friendly and feature 		
community data that is relevant to site selectors.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term

Goal 2:
		
		

Reassess the Mid-West Mega Commerce Center (M2C2) site in order to make
a final determination of whether it should continue to be targeted for large-scale
development or if it should be divided and developed incrementally.
Strategy: Divide the site into an industrial park and develop the site 		
incrementally. Utilize the existing industrial infrastructure and promote uses
like agricultural production that are already thriving in the county.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term

Goal 3:
		

Expand existing employers and attract new industry to the Washington Court
House Industrial Park.
Strategy: Highlight the unique benefits of the site and offer tax incentives to
companies already located at the industrial park. Offer assistance in securing
grants from the State of Ohio.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term

Goal 4:

Promote M2C2 as a site for a windmill farm.
Strategy: Present the M2C2 site to wind energy companies by showing the
fiscal benefits of the area. Encourage companies that locate on the site to train
residents in windmill construction.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND ATTRACTION
A well-trained, agile workforce is one of the most important tools for economic development.

Goal 1: Ensure that the skills and talents of Fayette County’s workforce matches the
		
needs of local employers.
Goal 2: Build a community that is attractive to the workforce Fayette County wants.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Stakeholders report that local plant managers do not want to live in Fayette County due to
the lack of amenities, so they drive to work in Fayette County from their homes in Columbus
or Dayton. Sugar Creek Packing Company, a local industrial employer, buses workers from
Columbus to Washington Court House every day.
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Ohio Means Jobs helps with workforce training and held a regional meeting on workforce
issues. Still, no organization within Fayette County is primarily responsible for coordinating
workforce-related issues.
The County holds an annual manufacturing event to expose 10th grade students to job
opportunities in the county. An emerging community mentoring network helps build
students’ interest in staying in the county.
Residents report that Fayette County has an increasingly disconnected workforce - or people
dropping out of the workforce due to a lack of opportunity - as the reason behind low
workforce participation.
Fayette County residents are part of the Great Oaks Vocational District, but the nearest
campus is in Wilmington. Students participating in the classes are bused there, but the
schedule generally conflicts with the local schools.

11,078

WORKFORCE IN KEY SECTORS, 2014

filled jobs in
Fayette County

21.5%

11,112

18.6%

Fayette County
residents with jobs

15.5%

UNEMPLOYMENT
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
		

Ensure that the skills and talents of Fayette County’s workforce matches the needs 		
of local employers.
Strategy: Identify an existing organization that can serve as the clearinghouse 		
for all workforce development efforts from both the employers’ and workers’ 		
perspectives. This organization will ensure that employer-based training 		
programs, nonprofit and public sector partners, and local schools are 			
coordinating amongst one another.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Adopt a “dual-client” approach to workforce development that works
to match the needs of employers with skills training for residents. Work with 		
local employers to identify their particular training needs and gaps 			
they’ve identified in the local workforce. Help them to either design 			
their own training program based on these needs or work with 				
workforce development organizations to create appropriate training 			
opportunities.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term

Goal 2:

Build a community that is attractive to the workforce Fayette County wants.
Strategy: Consider investments in amenities, commercial development, 			
beautification, arts and culture, and housing as elements of an economic 		
development strategy focused on attracting mobile, highly-skilled workers that
first choose where they want to live and then look for a job.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
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TOURISM
Fayette County’s natural resources and unique culture should be shared. Building on the
county’s existing focus on travel and tourism can help turn those activities into even greater
economic engines.

Goal 1: Promote agritourism.
Goal 2: Promote major county events on a large scale.
Goal 3: Promote commerce near Deer Creek State Park.
Goal 4: Utilize parks and recreation for economic development purposes
Goal 5: Create opportunities for tourism based on unique and various wildlife in
the county.

Existing Conditions
The county currently has a retail trade factor of 2.22, mostly due to the high traffic of the
Tanger Outlets (see appendix). The outlets and the nearly 30 county-wide events each year
have increased the amount of tourists staying in local hotels, which has increased the bed
tax. The revenue from the bed tax is then being used to promote tourism. Fayette County is
also world-renowned for its horse breeding and training, which is not currently promoted as a
tourist attraction. Finally, many municipalities within Fayette County are located along the
Tri-County Triangle Trail, which hosts hundreds of cyclists and a half marathon each year.

						

Improving wayfinding along the
counties biking and walking
trails helps improve accessibility
and informs trail users.
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COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Places to take a visitor & places for future commercial development

Residents and stakeholders of Fayette County provided feedback on how to generate tourism
in the county during a public meeting. In order to get this feedback, participants were asked
to place stickers in the areas they felt were best suited for tourism and future commercial
development. The map above shows that there is high interest in developing within and
adjacent to the urban areas of Washington Court House, Jeffersonville and Tanger Outlets.
Additionally, there is a high interest in promoting tourism at Deer Creek State Park.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Promote agritourism.
Strategy: Utilize existing farmland and natural resources to promote tourism.
Hold public information sessions regarding venue promotion and insurance for
farms used as entertainment venues.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Utilize the existing horse breeding industry to promote tourism in
the region. Have horse shows and sales to bring in purchasers from the region,
specifically Kentucky.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term

Goal 2:

Promote county events on a large scale.
Strategy: Purchase ads from major media market newspapers, online
publications, and radio stations to promote the nearly 30 county wide events
that happen during the year.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term

Goal 3:

Promote commerce near Deer Creek State Park.

		 Strategy: Perform preliminary research on property values, tax payments, and
		
owners for parcels in the area to be developed at the lowest cost. Begin to make
		
those sites suitable for development.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Purchase property along Highway 207 near Deer Creek State Park
and make it suitable for retail and restaurant development that would be
attractive to park visitors.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Strategy: Purchase property near the state park and make it suitable for largescale hotel and event space development.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
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Goal 4:

Utilize parks and recreation for economic development purposes.
Strategy: Promote local businesses to users of the Tri-County Triangle Trail
through advertising in trail maps. Approach local businesses about buying
ads in the maps. Place copies of the map in local and regional bike shops and
make it available for download.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate

Goal 5:

Create opportunities for tourism based on unique and various wildlife in the county.
Strategy: Promote bird watching at Deer Creek State Park and Shaw Wetlands.
Time Frame: Ongoing
Strategy: Promote pheasant hunting, especially in the northwest area of the
county.
Time Frame: Ongoing 		
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NATURAL RESOURCES
Fayette County is focused on preserving and protecting its natural resources to promote
the well-being and health of its population, its economic vitality, and its agricultural
infrastructure.

Goal 1: Improve the health of the watersheds in the county by protecting them from
the negative impacts of urban and agricultural runoff.
Goal 2: Preserve and create wildlife habitats and increase the amount of forested and
prairie areas in the county.
Goal 3: Protect the county’s groundwater resources from aging septic systems.

Existing Conditions

STREAM
FLOOD PLAIN
WETLAND
60’ BUFFER
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Watershed health is an important topic in Fayette
County. According to the Fayette County Soil and
Water Conservation District, the clearing of woods
and the filling in of wetlands is an issue throughout
the county. Many areas being cleared are along
sensitive assets such as streams and waterways.
Agriculture is a major source of the nutrient runoff
pollution in the streams. Shaw Wetland is one of
the only protected wetlands in the county. Soil and
Water is also concerned that aged and leaking septic
tanks are a threat to groundwater.

Emerald Ash Borer have been destroying trees
and will require that the ash trees be removed. On
average, 30 to 35 trees have been removed each year
in Washington Court House.
COUNTY AREA
260,480 ACRES
COVERAGE IN
7% TREE
FAYETTE COUNTY
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
		

Improve the health of the watersheds in the county by protecting them from
the negative impacts of urban and agricultural runoff.
Strategy: With guidance from the Soil and Water District (SWCD), add 60 foot
buffers to the county zoning codes for areas along creeks to improve stream
quality. Work with farmers to stop encroachment on the creeks and repair
riverbanks, riparian buffers, and vegetative buffers. Teach and encourage best
management practices to farmers through initiatives with SWCD and OSU
extension.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Use Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Grants to pay for the
the prevention of soil erosion near streams. This program can teach best
management practices to farmers in the county through initiatives with SWCD
and OSU extension (see the appendix for more grant opportunities).
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term

Goal 2:
		

Preserve and create wildlife habitats and increase the amount of forested and
prairie areas in the county.

		Strategy: Continue working with the tree committee to replant trees in 			
		
Washington Court House and throughout the county. Encourage the planting 		
		
of diverse tree species and the prevention of mono-cultures.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
		Strategy: Educate the population on the benefits of natural vegetation,
		
encourage less mowing of open spaces, and plant parkland with prairie grasses.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Create educational programming at the Shaw Wetland to educate
the community on its natural functions and the general importance of 			
wetlands.
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Goal 3:

Protect the county groundwater resources from aging septic systems.

		Strategy: Continue to work with state and federal programs to fund the
		
replacement of outdated septic systems to protect groundwater.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Fayette County seeks to become self-sufficient in its practices by focusing on ways to reduce
energy costs, improve air quality, and enhance waste management. The vision for Fayette
County is to become a sustainable rural community by embracing practices that balance the
importance of the natural environment with the need for growth and economic development.

Goal 1: Become an energy-efficient community through the use of self-sufficient
alternatives.
Goal 2: Work towards meeting Goal 1 and 2 of the State Waste Management Plan.
Goal 3: Improve air quality within the county.
Goal 4: Reduce excessive stormwater runoff.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
ENERGY
Energy efficiency is one of the most simple and effective ways to reduce costs for businesses
and consumers while increasing the county’s self-sufficiency. The Weatherization Assistance
Program is a federally funded initiative created to assist low-income families and the elderly
reduce their energy costs and invest in energy efficiency. Energy conservation from these
efforts reduces dependency on foreign oil, helps clean the air we breathe, and decreases
the cost of energy for families while ensuring the health and safety of their home. The
Community Action Commission of Fayette County started this program in the late 1970’s to
assist families meet their energy needs. Since then, the program has served 40 to 50 homes
a year. The continuation of this program is important to improve energy efficiency and
decrease carbon pollution.

ENERGY RELATED PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO FAYETTE COUNTY RESIDENTS:
PIPP Program
Electric Partnership Program
Self Help Housing Program
Winter Crisis Program
Summer Crisis Program
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WASTE
Fayette County is part of the Ross Pickaway Highland Fayette Joint Solid Waste
Management District (RPHF SWMD) who’s responsibility is to administer the State’s Solid
Waste Management Plan. The Solid Waste Management Plan establishes waste and recycling
goals. Each district in Ohio must develop 15-year plan that describes how the district will
meet such goals.
Drop-off recycling bins are located throughout the county and there have been continuous
efforts from county leaders such the Soil and Water District to divert recyclable materials
from the waste stream. Currently, Fayette County lacks recycling centers and composting
facilities for residents.

90%

Residential and commercial
recycling rates have
decreased in the past year
from 41,807 tons in 2014 to
22,358 tons in 2015.

RPHF SWMD chose to meet State Goal 1 which
requires the District to provide recycling to 90%
of the District's residents

25%

RPHF SWMD chose to meet State
Goal 2 of reducing and recycling 25%
of the waste generated by District's
residentail/commercial sector

Industrial materials recycled
decreased from 263,068
tons in 2014 to 209,770.
tons in 2015 due to the lack
of survey responses.

66%

RPHF SWMD chose to meet State
Goal 2 of reducing and recycling 66%
of the waste generated by District's
industrial sector
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AIR QUALITY
Poor air quality has an effect on everyone, especially children, older adults, and those
living with respiratory diseases and heart conditions. By taking a proactive approach to
maintaining good air quality, Fayette County can protect public health and reduce air
pollution.
With the encroachment of residential development on agricultural areas, there is an
increased sensitivity to pesticide spray drift. Pesticide drift is harmful to human’s health, to
ecosystems, and the natural environment around agriculture.
Community Feedback:
Community member’s expressed concern about air quality issues such as 			
agricultural dust and particulate matter, chemical drift, and as odors from 			
livestock facilities.
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Stormwater runoff, caused by any rainfall event, has become a priority for many
communities over recent decades. Rural areas are greatly impacted by the effects of
stormwater. Fayette County has long been impacted by localized flooding in ditches, creeks
and low lying areas. Since the county is predominantly rural and floodplains are clear of
buildings, most damage is restricted to crop land and soil loss.
Community Feedback:
-Farms continue to experience flooding.
-Rattlesnake Creek continues to experience flooding.
-Since the 2006 Comprehensive Plan, the County amended stormwater requirements 		
into the subdivision regulations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

				
Goal 1:
Become an energy-efficient community through the use of self-sufficient
		alternatives.
Strategy: Encourage educators in the school districts to apply for the free
energy efficiency education program created by the Ohio Energy Project. This
program provides Ohio educators with an understanding of energy and its
efficient use by giving them a take-home energy efficiency kit with classroom
curriculum and teacher training. Students are then taught valuable lessons
about energy conservation and efficiency.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Encourage local farmers to apply for the On-Farm Energy Initiative
which assists them in identifying ways to reduce energy on their farms and
educates them on how to implement conservation practices that address
inefficient use of energy.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Explore the creation and implementation of programs that offer
energy-efficiency services to middle-income homeowners and continue the
support of the local weatherization assistance program.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Amend building regulations and codes to incorporate green building
techniques, encourage practices that conserve energy, materials, and other
resources and divert construction materials from landfill through recycling and
reuse.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Encourage locally-produced energy by amending the zoning code to
allow and accommodate energy generation from renewable resources such as
solar power.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Goal 2:

Work towards meeting Goals 1 and 2 of the State Waste Management Plan.
Strategy: Create an office recycling program for all Fayette County offices that
resembles the Pickaway County office recycling program.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Expand the curbside recycling program to Fayette County.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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Strategy: Collaborate with a local business or organization to create
composting program.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 3:

Improve air quality for all.
Strategy: Encourage the Soil and Water District to explore the Environmental
Quality Incentives Program that provides financial assistance to implement
conservation practices addressing air resource issues while promoting
agricultural production.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Encourage farmers to adopt practices that decrease odors from
livestock facilities.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Create an educational program to raise public awareness of
environmentally friendly practices like carpooling and biking to work.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Collaborate with MORPC RideSolutions to offer commuters options
for their daily commute to work through a ride-share program.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate

Goal 4:

Reduce stormwater runoff.
Strategy: Develop and implement a domestic water management and
conservation program that educates homeowners on practices that help reduce
sediment in waterways, conserve water, and improve water quality.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Improve stormwater management planning and adopt policies that
reduce stormwater runoff like Low Impact Development Techniques for any
retrofit or redevelopment proposal.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Identify, map and maintain critical culverts and storm drainage
ditches near residential areas, roadways, and low-lying areas.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
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AGRICULTURE
Fayette County prides itself in its rich agricultural heritage. Historically, agriculture has
been the county’s predominant land use. The vision for Fayette county is to preserve this
agricultural heritage while promoting managed housing, development and economic growth.

Goal 1: Concentrate new housing around existing development to mitigate the reduction
of agricultural lands.
Goal 2: Encourage best management practices for agriculture activities to ensure the
health and safety of all residents in Fayette County.
Goal 3: Promote programs and industries that protect agricultural lands and build on 		
Fayette County’s strong agricultural base.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
As of 2012, corn and soybeans were the primary crops grown in Fayette County with smaller
quantities of wheat and hay.
The local 4-H Youth Development Program has been very successful on educating young
people about animals, health, food and nutrition, plants, soils and more.
The Soil and Water Conservation District acted as the local sponsor of the Agricultural
Easement Purchase Program.
Since the 1940’s Fayette County’s horse breeding industry such as Midland Acres and other
small horse breeding farms have been substantial contributors to the agriculture industry.
This industry has been essential for providing economic and ecological benefits to the county
throughout the years and has produced great revenue for the local economy.
Community Feedback:
There has been an increase of individuals constructing homes in the county which
has led to residential development around agricultural lands. Farmers should be 			
accepting of other agricultural activities.
Existing Agricultural Programs Available to Fayette County Farmers:
Agricultural Easement Purchase Program
Transfer of Development Right Program
Current Agricultural Use Value (CAUV) Program
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LAND IN FARMS (ACRES)
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There has been a continued loss of farmland since the 2006 Comprehensive Plan was
initiated. The County has not been able to meet the goal of maintaining an agricultural
base of 217,000 acres for agricultural production. The acreage of land in farms decreased
from 218,250 acres in 2007 to 196,529 in 2012 according to the USDA Census of Agriculture.
Similarly, the number of farms has decreased since 2007 while the average farm size has
increased.
AVERAGE FARM SIZE

NUMBER OF FARMS

390
acres in 2012

585

farms
2007

373

504

acres in 2007

farms
2012
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RECOMMENDATIONS

				
Goal 1:
Concentrate new housing around existing development to mitigate continued
		
reduction of agricultural lands.
Strategy: Amend the zoning code to promote cluster and conservation
development that requires greater than 15% preservation of open space.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Discourage sprawling communities by encouraging new development
near existing water and sewer systems.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Goal 2:
		

Encourage best management practices for agriculture activities to ensure the
health and safety of all residents in Fayette County.
Strategy: Encourage farmers to explore the 4-R Nutrient Stewardship which
provides free educational materials on nutrient management.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Collaborate with SWCD to adopt Ohio’s Agricultural Pollution
Abatement Program (APAP) which provides farmers with cost share assistance
to develop and implement best management practices to protect Ohio’s
streams, rivers creeks.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Collaborate with OSU Extension and the Ohio Farm Bureau to
educate farmers on the positive outcomes of crop rotation and diversity.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term

Goal 3:
		

Promote programs and industries that protect agricultural lands and build
on strong agricultural base.
Strategy: Provide information, technical assistance and support for the
Agricultural Easement Purchase Program and Current Agricultural Use Value
Program.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Strategy: Provide information, technical assistance, and support for the
Transfer of Development Rights Program to transfer density from agricultural
areas to more developed areas.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
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Strategy: Encourage the development of agricultural businesses and industries
				
to keep crop processing local and attract more agricultural suppliers.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Continue the support of local horse breeding industries to maintain
the county’s equestrian legacy.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Fayette County prides itself on its unique rural and agricultural character. Growth
management looks to preserve this character by using community goals to guide future
development to areas that would most benefit Fayette County as a whole.

Goal 1: Preserve the rural and agricultural character of Fayette County while
promoting and implementing healthy growth management strategies that
were defined as vital by the community.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
800

Fayette County population change has
fluctuated between 2% and -.53% of
population with a projected population
loss of 0.05% by 2020. This shows the
need to attract residents and businesses
and the need to focus on redevelopment of
urbanized areas.
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2006 Fayette County Comprehensive Land Use Plan Growth Management Keys:
Prioritize redevelopment within existing urbanized areas.
Direct new development toward urbanized areas.
Encourage mixed-use development where appropriate.
Minimize development within the best agricultural lands.
Locate major commercial & industrial in areas with existing utilities & infrastructure.

The enVISION Fayette Plan 2016 Public Survey identifies development and preservation as
the two major themes in the preferences for Fayette County future priorities.
Creating local jobs, and attracting entertainment, retail, and restaurants as the top
developmental priorities.
Create parks and recreations facilities, redevelopment within urban areas, and
preserve farmland as the top preservation priorities.
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enVISION FAYETTE PLAN 2016 PUBLIC SURVEY

5.25
create more local jobs

4.28
attract and grow more retail
and restaurants

4.23
attract and grow more
entertainment options (movie
theater, bowling alley, etc.)

4.21

2.55

focus redevelopment on
existing towns and village
centers

Build more diverse housing
types (condos, apartments,
assisted living facilities, etc.)

3.92
preserve prime farmland

3.75
build more parks and
recreational facilities
Development Priorities
Preservation/Conservation Priorities
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LAND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS MAP
This plan includes a land suitability map analysis that determine the relative suitability for
development in Fayette County. The suitability factors analyzed and considered are based on
Fayette County goals and policies. These suitability factors include the proximity to natural
resources, existing urban areas, and utilities to name a few of the analyzed characteristics.
This analysis is intended to be a guide to local decision-makers in the creation and revising
local policies and practices within Fayette County. Additional discussion and information
regarding the Land Use Development Suitability Map and the weight criteria is included in
Appendix B.
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HIGH SUITABILITY
MIDDLE SUITABILITY
LOW SUITABILITY
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RECOMMENDATIONS

				
Goal 1:
Preserve the rural and agricultural character of Fayette County while
		
promoting and implementing healthy growth management strategies that were
		
defined as vital by the community.
Strategy: Create a Fayette County zoning/land use GIS map that is available
online for the use of Fayette County residents and developers. This is
important to encourage growth while maintaining the rural and agricultural
character of the county.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Work with all jurisdictions to include all zoning within Fayette
County with the Fayette County zoning/land use GIS map. This will streamline
the zoning and land-use review by jurisdictional officials and be a resource for
jurisdictional officials, county residents, and developers.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Use the Development Suitability Map as a guide to make appropriate
zoning and subdivision regulation updates that allows for the greatest use of
sites that have the highest suitability for development based on counties goals
and existing conditions. By using the Development Suitability Map as a guide,
the county can combine the existing conditions and future goals to maximize
growth while enhancing the quality of life in the county.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Strategy: Fayette County should look to discourage high and medium-density
new commercial or residential development in low-suitability areas and
encourage development in high-suitability areas to protect the rural, natural,
and agricultural quality of Fayette County.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Strategy: Fayette County, with the use of the Development Suitability Map,
should collaborate with the various jurisdictions that are not included in the
Fayette County zoning code in order to maximize the development potential
of the area. This collaboration should focus on the land that is near the
incorporated border with the county as this land use will impact the land use
in the adjacent county land.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
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PARTNERSHIPS
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INTRODUCTION
Goals are best achieved when we work together. When Fayette County forms
partnerships with community members and other governmental agencies, they are not only
better suited to meet their goals, they also foster a greater sense of community. This section
brings focus to the cities and villages within the county and their role in moving it forward.
The Partnerships section analyzes current conditions and provides recommendations for
the county’s incorporated areas, primarily focusing on the revitalization of downtown
neighborhoods. Washington Court House serves as a focus area and receives site-specific
recommendations that illustrate the goals of this section.
Fayette County is most resilient when its largest city and its villages have active and vibrant
downtown. A strong sense of community, identity and rural character are also important
qualities in downtown neighborhoods. Every recommendation found within this section plays
a part in achieving this goal, from aesthetic improvements to suggested policies.
Representatives of incorporated areas, including current mayors and city managers, gave
substantial feedback about the opportunities and challenges of the cities and villages of
Fayette County. The recommendations found in this section were discussed at length with
local government leaders over many visits to the county.
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GUIDELINES FOR INCORPORATED AREAS
Downtown Washington Court House is just one of the areas in Fayette County that can build
on its existing assets to engage residents, draw visitors, and encourage economic growth.
The other incorporated areas also have unique assets that can be leveraged to build stronger
communities.

Goal 1: Relocate appropriate community events downtown to showcase
amenities to visitors.
Goal 1: Consider different zoning and overlay options to help guide
development according to community goals.
Goal 3: Improve walkability, bikeability, and livability.
Goal 4. Improve on-street amenities and downtown’s aesthetic.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The incorporated areas in Fayette County include Washington Court House, Jeffersonville,
Octa, Bloomingburg, New Holland, and Milledgeville. Due to the fact that these six Cities
and Villages are home to a majority of residents, they are of great importance to the
planning process and the overall well-being of the County.

BLOOMINGBURG

NEW HOLLAND

WASHINGTON
COURT HOUSE

JEFFERSONVILLE

OCTA

MILLEDGEVILLE
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Infill development
is development that
is placed on vacant,
unused, or underused
parcels. There are many
opportunities for infill
development in the
towns and villages.
The blue-shaded area
represents potential
development on an
underused parcel.

Improving the
streetscape and
walkability within
Fayette County’s urban
centers will not only
improve aesthetic, but
will also address safety
issues at pedestrian
crossings. There are
many opportunities in
the county for improved
pedestrian safety.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Relocate appropriate community events downtown to showcase amenities to visitors.
Strategy: Encourage community leaders and organizations to host events
downtown to draw new visitors to shops, restaurants, and other amenities.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term

Goal 2:
		

Consider different zoning and overlay options to help guide development according
to community goals.
Strategy: Consider overlay and other options for the establishment and
restoration of second-story and third-story residential units where
appropriate, and provide incentives to property owners for improvements.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Strategy: Update zoning code to allow for and encourage desired development
in certain areas. Zoning code updates could include the use of design and
district overlays or form-based code.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Initiate Main Street Programs to revitalize downtown areas and
encourage economic development.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing

Goal 3:

Improve walkability, bikeability, and livability.
Strategy: Improve sidewalks for pedestrians, especially near intersections.
Install crosswalks in areas of high pedestrian traffic.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
Strategy: Install bicycle amenities such as bike racks, public air pumps,
signage, and bike route maps.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: If property owners are willing, strive for a connection to Central Ohio
Greenways when considering future trail paths.
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Invest in bike lanes where feasible. In areas of high cyclist and
automobile traffic, protected bike lanes should be favored to ensure safety for
all road users.
Time Frame of Completion: Long Term
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Strategy: Plant trees along streets to offer canopy cover, a buffer between
pedestrians and traffic, and an improved aesthetic.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Strategy: Invest in public seating. Prioritize creating seating areas with
movable options that allow for flexible use of space.
Time Frame to Completion: Short Term
Goal 4:

Improve on-street amenities and downtown’s aesthetic.
Strategy: Install additional street lighting to improve safety and aesthetics.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE FOCUS AREA
Washington Court House is the seat of the county and the largest city. The county court
house is an iconic building and represents the county’s identity and its history. Over half of
the county’s population and jobs are located within its borders. The city’s prominence in the
county warrants a closer look at its role.
Site specific recommendations capitalizes on a community’s unique potential by creating
public spaces that promote community health, happiness, and well-being. The placemaking
vision for Washington Court House is to cultivate a unique downtown landscape that is
magnetic, fun, and entertaining. The City of Washington Court House, along with the other
towns and villages, are the county’s necessary partners.

Goal 1: Strengthen the sense of place by enhancing color and character in the
		
downtown historic district.
Goal 2: Activate spaces downtown for community activities.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Historic area discussed in enVISION Fayette County is a 12 square block district in the
heart of Washington Court House. It is home to the iconic Fayette County Courthouse and
other attractions and amenities like the Carnegie Library, Pour Boys Brewery, the Fayette
County Farmers’ Market, and the veterans memorial.

PARKING

28%

of the buildable area, which
does not include streets,
alleyways, sidewalks, or
street parking, is dedicated
to surface parking lots
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WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE HISTORIC DISTRICT
TREE CANOPY
Washington
Court House
Historic District
47 acres

12.8%

tree canopy
coverage in district

VACANT STRUCTURES

30+
Washington Court House is committed to improving the character of its downtown. The
Historic District Overlay contains stricter development standards and many suggestions
for building materials in order to make the Historic District more lively for the community.
It also contains over 100 vibrant color choices that can be used on the exterior of historic
buildings to strive for a colorful downtown.
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Activating the alleyways within
Fayette County’s urban cores
presents opportunities to create
pocket parks and enhanced
commercial space.

Providing varied programming
of underutilized surface parking
lots both promotes potential
uses for these sites and brings
citizens back to downtown
centers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:

Strengthen the sense of place by enhancing color and character downtown.

		Strategy: Strategically use public investments like planters, benches, and
		
outdoor art to create more color downtown.
		Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
Goal 2:

Activate spaces downtown for community activities.

		Strategy: Establish a permanent sheltered space for the farmer’s market.
		
Begin with an outdoor pavilion that will allow for easy modification if desired
		
in the future.
		Site Location Suggestion: Surface parking lot at S. Main St. & E. East St.
		
(where current market is held)
		Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
		Strategy: Continue to assess the feasibility of a downtown cinema, brewhouse,
		
and café. Work to develop partnerships with developers or business entities
		
that can incorporate multiple uses in one space for a maximum return on
		
investment. A movie theatre that is established as a 501(c)3 nonprofit can be
		
eligible for grants to do restorations and innovative programming.
		Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
Strategy: Washington Court House should create play areas that can be
positive spaces for residents of all ages. Residents identified a splash pad as
one such amenity that is desired by the community.
Site Location Suggestion: West Market Street between N. Main Street and N.
Hinde Street
Time Frame of Completion: Medium Term
Strategy: Activate downtown alleyways with pedestrian amenities, seating,
and other creative uses. Aesthetics can be improved thought lighting, planters,
benches, and other public infrastructure. The City should work to activate
and transform alleys into vibrant spaces for events, art, business expansion,
eateries, and pedestrian connections.
Site Location Suggestion: E. Court Street between N. North Street and N.
Fayette Street.
Time Frame of Completion: Short Term
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IMPLEMENTATION
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INTRODUCTION
The enVISION Fayette County recommendations will not be enacted automatically with the
adoption of this plan. The plan can only be implemented successfully through collaboration
between governmental and non-governmental entities that are working for the betterment of
the county.
Despite the best intentions, many communities struggle to execute the vision laid out in
their comprehensive plans. County Commissioners and other government officials have
many immediate priorities they must address, which makes the time they can spend
on the implementation of recommendations very limited. Thus, it is important that
enVISION Fayette County incorporate implementation recommendations that help the
county efficiently enact the strategies outlined, while spreading the responsibility for
implementation over various government entities. The lack of available funding also inhibits
many communities from meeting the goals laid out in their comprehensive plans. enVISION
Fayette County seeks to circumvent this problem by listing potential governmental and nonprofit funding opportunities for each chapter that the county can pursue to reach its goals.
The Implementation chapter provides an outline of the tools and resources necessary
to enact the strategies and achieve the goals stated in the People, Place, Prosperity, and
Partnership chapters.
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IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter discusses how to implement the recommendations made throughout the plan
which will help realize the goals and aspirations voiced by Fayette County residents through
the public involvement process. This chapter is separated into four sections:

The Implementation Recommendation section provides strategies to successfully 		
implement the enVISION Fayette County Plan.
The enVISION Fayette County Recommendation Index sections provides all the 			
recommendations, in table format, for all recommendations discussed throughout the 		
plan.
The Capital Improvement Potential Funding Sources section lists potential financial 		
resources that the county can use to fund the various recommendations.
The enVISION Fayette County Plan Updates section provides a framework 			
demonstrating that enVISION Fayette County is a living document that should 			
be updated as the goals and needs of the county changes.

As a review, all recommendations stated in the Implementation Recommendation and
enVISION Fayette County Recommendation Index sections provide a description of
the recommendations, the government or non-government entity that could lead the
implementation of the recommendation, and the timeframe that the implementation should
be completed.
Time Frame Descriptions:
On-going
Immediate:		

2017

Short Term: 		

2017 to 2019

Medium Term:

2020 to 2022

Long Term: 		

2022 +

Completed
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enVISION FAYETTE RECOMMENDATION INDEX
The Recommendation Index is included in the appendix for quick reference and review for
the community. The index includes descriptions of the strategy, the entity that should lead
implementation efforts, and the time frame of completion.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUNDING SOURCES
One of the major factors that keeps the county from achieving goals is limited available
funding. The need for funding is often ongoing, and because funding application deadlines
are often rolling, a quick reference resource can help the county to easily determine potential
funding sources. This section, included in appendix C, lists potential funding sources that
Fayette County can leverage to complete the recommendations made throughout this plan.
The potential funding table provides the grant name, the funder, and description of the
grant. The table also provides a website and the funder’s point of contact if it was available.

enVISION FAYETTE COUNTY PLAN UPDATES
The enVISION Fayette County Plan is a flexible document that is meant to be updated to
accommodate changing conditions and priorities in Fayette County. Specifically, the land use
plan should be reviewed every year by the plan Implementation Committee, updated every
five years, and revisited if the M2C2 site or an equivalently sized site is developed.
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IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS EXAMPLE

Strategy: Purchase ads in large media market newspapers and radio
stations throughout the region to promote the nearly 30 county-wide
events that happen during the year.
Step 1: County Commissioners (or Implementation Committee) contact the
Tourism Bureau about the strategy.
Step 2: The Tourism Bureau should create a list of county-wide events and
identify those events that are most appealing to tourists from outside of the
county. The Tourism Bureau should use any available data that shows where
people are traveling from and what the target demographics are for the chosen
events.
Step 3: The Tourism Bureau should research publications in Dayton,
Columbus, Cincinnati, and statewide that appeal to the target demographics.
Additionally, weigh the cost of ad space in each publication to decide which
publication is the most appropriate.
Step 4: The Tourism Bureau should purchase an event ad or submit a press
release to the appropriate publications.
Step 5: The Tourism Bureau should prep a spokesperson to field any questions
regarding the event.
Step 6: The Tourism Bureau should inform the County Commissioners (or
Implementation Committee) of the completion of the strategy and update the
enVISION Fayette County Plan.
Step 7: The Tourism Bureau should inform the County Commissioners (or
Implementation Committee) on the success of the strategy and if the strategy
should be repeated for additional events.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal 1:
		
		

Promote the success of enVISION Fayette County by emphasizing accountability 		
and monitoring and by strategically implementing the recommendations in 			
the allotted time frame.
Strategy: To improve awareness of the enVISION Fayette County plan, 		
hard copies (for review by the public) should be made available at Carnegie 		
Public Library locations and the Fayette County Government Office. 			
Additionally, an electronic version should be made available on the 			
Fayette County website.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: Create accountability for implementing the recommendations of this 		
plan by establishing an Implementation Committee. The committee should be 		
comprised of community members and will meet a minimum of two times a 		
year to track progress, review the plans next steps, and report back to the		
community.
Time Frame of Completion: Immediate
Strategy: While this planning effort more than doubled the public outreach 		
efforts of the prior plan, there is an opportunity to further increase public 		
outreach during the implementation phase. The Implementation Committee
and County officials should provide implementation updates in the Record 		
Herald, on the County’s website, and on any County social media platforms. 		
This should include invitations to take part in the implementation process and 		
should discuss major next steps in implementation.
Time Frame of Completion: Ongoing
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APPENDIX A

COMMUNITY OUTREACH SURVEY

SHARE YOUR VISION TODAY

2016 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE

ENVISION
FAYETTE COUNTY

1. What is your age?
Under 18
18-35
35-55
55+
2. Where do you live in Fayette County? (ex. Township, Village, City)

3. What are the top 3 reasons you live in Fayette County?
Rural character and lifestyle
Low cost of living
Proximity to jobs
Families ties
Close sense of community
Low property taxes
Proximity to major cities

Survey continues on back...
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SHARE YOUR VISION TODAY

2016 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE

ENVISION
FAYETTE COUNTY

4. What are your top 3 concerns about the future of Fayette County? (select)
Loss of unique character
Expansion of development into rural areas
Clean water and air
Lack of employment
Lack of recreational/entertainment options
Drug abuse
Young people leaving the county
Declining civic engagement (e.g. Kiwanis, Rotary Club, etc.)
5. Rank your preference of Fayette County priorities (1 being your most prefered and 8
being least prefered)
Preserve prime farmland
Build more parks and recreational facilities
Focus redevelopment in existing towns and village centers
Attract and grow more retail and restaurants opportunities
Attract and grow more entertainment options (movie theater, bowling alley, etc.)
Create more local jobs
Build more diverse housing types (condos, apartments, assisted living facilities…)

If you would like to receive updates or invitations to future events,
please provide your e-mail address.
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ENVISION FAYETTE COMMUNITY SURVEY
RESPONSE RESULTS
Q.1 What is your age?

40%
33.48%
20%

0%

18.94%

29.96%

17.62%

<18

18-35

35-55

55+

Q.2 In which Fayette County township, village, or city do you live?
Township, Village, City

Number of
Responses

Bloomingburg

6

Concord Township

3

Green Township

2

Jasper Township

3

Jefferson Township

7

Jeffersonville

3

Madison Township

10

Marion Township

2

New Holland

3

Paint Township

6

Perry Township

5

Union Township

31

Washington Court House
Wayne Township
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Q.3 What are the top 3 reasons you live in Fayette County? (Choose 3)
Family ties

79.73%

Rural character & lifestyle

61.71%

Proximity to jobs

32.43%

Close sense of community

32.43%

Proximity to major cities
Cost of living
Low property taxes

26.13%
24.32%
4.5%
20%

40%
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60%

80%

Q.4 What are your top 3 concerns about the future of Fayette County? (Choose 3)
Loss of unique character

21.15%

Expansion of development
into rural areas

17.62%

Declining water and air quality

8.37%

Lack of employment

55.07%

Lack of recreational and
entertainment options

59.47%

Increased drug activity

76.41%

Young people leaving the county

26.43%
23.79%

Declining community involvement
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Q.5 Rank your preference of Fayette County priorities
(1 being your most preferred and 7 being your least)
Create more local jobs

5.25

Attract & grow more retail
and restaurants

4.28

Attract & grow more
entertainment options

4.23

Focus redevelopment
on existing towns and
village center

4.21
3.92

Preserve prime farmland

Build more parks and
recreational facilities

3.75

Build more diverse
housing types

2.55
1

2

3
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4

5

6

PLACE:
HOUSING SURVEY

Housing Questionnaire
1. What has been the biggest housing related challenge facing Fayette County in recent
years (for renters or home-owners)?

2. Are there any local organizations in the area that provide housing-related services? If
so, who and what do they provide?

3. Do you find that many people in the community have trouble meeting their housing
costs? If so, what costs are the most common challenge (mortgage, property taxes,
utility costs, upkeep, etc.)?
❏ Yes
❏ No

❏ Mortgage
❏ Property Taxes
❏ Utility costs
❏ Upkeep
❏ Other (write below)
4. Do older people who want to stay in their homes run into trouble as they age? Pick
the two biggest issues.
❏ Property upkeep and maintenance
❏ Utility Bills
❏ Mortgage or rent payment
❏ Property Tax Payment
5. Is there a present need to rehabilitate historic homes?
❏ Yes
❏ No
6) Is there anything else you would like to add about housing (rental or
homeownership)?
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APPENDIX B
PROSPERITY:

RETAIL TRADE PULL FACTOR
Fayette County
2012 Sales

Tax Rate

Tax Revenue

Fayette
County 2012
Population

Fayette County
2012 Per
Capita Tax

$675,188,000

0.0725

$48,951,130

28,849

$1,696.81

Ohio 2012 sales Ohio Tax Rate

Tax Revenue

Ohio Population Ohio 2012 Per
Capita Tax

153,553,997,000

$8,829,354,828

11,550,000

0.057

Fayette County Retail Trade Pull Factor

$764.4
2.22

The Retail Trade Pull Factor is 2.22 (as of 2012) which shows that 122% more people are
coming into the county to shop than go elsewhere.
*Caveat* This analysis was taken with figures from 2012. Before the Polaris Outlet mall was
created.
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TIF LIST
TIF Number Project

Township/City/Village

100
809

ADVANCE STORES CO, INC
ADVANCED AUTO PARTS

JEFFERSONVILLE
JEFFERSONVILLE

280
1163

AMERIHOST
ASA BLOOMINGBURG, LLC

JEFFERSONVILLE
UNION

813

BLUE PANTHEON DEVELOPMENT
GROUP

WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE

99

CITY TREASURY MUN. PUB. IMOR. (T &
M EXPRESS) - Ord. 21-99

WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE

93

CLASSIC CONTAINER CORP (FORMERLY WASHINGTON COURT
BATJACK)
HOUSE

20
760

DALCOLMA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
FOUR
FREE V, LLC

102

JEFFERSONVILLE TRAVEL CENTER INC JEFFERSONVILLE

101

JEFFERSONVILLE, OH 695 LTD

JEFFERSONVILLE

811

L.H. CHAPMAN - KROGERS

1162

MEERLAND DAIRY, LLC

WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
JEFFERSON

9

1348

MUNICIPAL PUB. IMP. TIF (LOWE’S COMPANIES) - Ord. 20-94
NOT NEW - AMEND Washington Courthouse
TIF- Ord. No. 20-2008
Ord. No. 20-2008 TIF

812

SUNOCO/WHITE CASTLE

227

TIFFIN AVENUE PROPERTIES

810

WAL-MART DISTRIBUTING

228

WAL-MART STORES EAST

281

WILLAMETTE INDUSTRIES

1247
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JEFFERSONVILLE
JEFFERSONVILLE

WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
JEFFERSONVILLE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE
WASHINGTON COURT
HOUSE

LAND SUITABILITY MAP ANALYSIS
LAND SUITABILITY MAP
The land suitability map analysis is the identification of land that is most suitable for
development based on county wide goals and policies. This analysis ranks land from least
suitable to highly suitable for development, and is not intended to rule out any specific land
from being developed. This analysis is intended to be a guide to local decision-makers in the
creation and revision of local policies and practices within Fayette County.
LAND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS
The land suitability analysis was developed in partnership with the County Commissioners,
enVISION Fayette County Plan committee members and county staff professionals. Using
the county’s goals for growth management as a guide, the most important land development
suitability factors were determined. The land suitability analysis assigns parcels of land
into one of the following categories: least suitable, low suitable, medium suitable, and high
suitable. After the suitability factor was identified and rating was assigned, a numerical
weight was added as important (1), very important (2), extremely important (3). This
numerical weight has been assigned based on relative importance in determining the
suitability for development and its importance in meeting the county goals and policies for
growth management. The table below details the suitability factors included in the analysis,
the rating of each factor and the county assigned weights. The suitability factor, suitability
ratings, and weights have been placed within Geological Information System (GIS) with
data from the county, state, and federal agencies to analyze the data and create a land
suitability map. This analysis was completed at the parcel level, therefore, the parcel would
be assigned the suitability ranking that makes up greater than 50% of the parcel area.
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LAND USE SUITABILITY RATINGS AND WEIGHTS

Suitability
Factor

Least
Suitability
Rating

Low
Suitability
Rating

Medium
Suitability
Rating

High
Suitability
Rating

County
Goal
Weight

Developed
Areas*

>1.5 mi

1-1.5 mi

0.5-1 mi

<0.5 mi

3

Primary
Roads

>1 mi

0.75-1 mi

0.5-0.75 mi

<0.5 mi

2

I-71
Interchanges

>0.5 mile

0.35-0.5 mi

0.25-0.35 mi

<0.25 mi

3

Active
Railroads

>1 mi

0.75-1 mi

0.5-0.75 mi

<0.5 mi

2

Water Pipes

>0.25 mile

0.10-0.25 mi

0.05-0.10 mi

<0.05 mi

3

Sewer Pipes

>0.25 mile

0.10-0.25 mi

0.05-0.10 mi

<0.05 mi

3

County
Airport

>0.30 mile

0.20-0.30 mi

0.10-0.20 mi

0.05-0.10 mi

3

Protected
Lands**

Inside

Outside

3

Floodplains

Inside

Outside

2

Streams

< 60 ft

>100 ft

1

Wetlands

Inside

Outside

1

Forest Land
cover

Inside

Outside

3

>100 ft

3

Paint Creek
Built Trails

< 60 ft
Outside

Inside
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APPENDIX C:
Grant & Funding Opportunities
Funder
Parks & Recreation
ODOT
Transportation
Alternatives
Program (TAP)

ODNR Recreational
Trails Program

ODNR Clean Ohio
Trails Fund
ODOT Safety
Program

ODOT Surface
Transportation
Program (STP)

State Capital
Improvement
Program
Local Capital
Improvement
Program
Community
Development Block
Grant

Deadlines

Description/ Notes
This program provides funding for projects
defined as transportation alternatives
which includes on- and off-roadway
pedestrian and bicycle facilities. These
facilities include shared-use paths, bicycle
lanes, bicycle parking facilities, crosswalks,
traffic calming, new sidewalks, and new
sidewalk gap closure.
This program provides funding for
projects that include urban trail linages,
development and construction of new
trails, trail education programs, and
improving access for people with disabilities.
This program provides funding for trail
development, trailhead facilities, engineering
and design, and lean acquisition for a trail.
Eligible projects include bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in bicycle and pedestrian
high crash areas, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities that are appurtenances to the
roadway project itself, and safety education
programs.
Eligible projects for this program are
projects that include bicycle lanes on the
roadway, signed bicycle route, shared-use
path, bicycle parking facilities, sidewalks,
crosswalks, signal improvements, and traffic
calming.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities that are
appurtenances to a roadway project.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities that are
appurtenances to a roadway project.
Eligible projects for this program are
projects that include but not limited to
public facilities (e.g., sidewalks, shared-use
paths, etc.) and barrier removal for handicap
accessibility.
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MORPC-managed
programs

MORPC Congestion
Mitigation Air
Quality (CMAQ)

People for Bikes
Community Grant

Community
Facilities Direct
Loan and Grant
Progam

Infrastructure
Ohio EPA: Water
Pollution Control
Fund

1-2 grant cycles
a year. Letter of
Interest due January
and July (date
subject to change)

MORPC receives an allocation of federalaid highway funding, which it manages
and distributes to projects within its
central Ohio jurisdiction (which includes
the Perry County). MORPC has specific
administrative processes for the funds it
manages.
This program’s funds are pooled with
the eight Ohio MPO’s. Eligible projects
for this program are projects that include
but not limited to bicycle lanes on the
roadway, signed bicycle route, shared-use
path, bicycle parking facilities, sidewalks,
crosswalks, signal improvements, and safe
bicycle use outreach.
The program funds bike paths, lanes, trails,
and bridge, end-of-trip facilies (bike racks,
bike parking), and BMX and Mountain bike
facilities.Upto $10,000 but must be less than
50% of the total project funding.
Community Programs provides grants
to assist in the development of essential
community facilities in rural areas and towns
of up to 20,000 in population. Grant funds
may be used to assist in the development of
essential community facilities. Grant funds
can be used to construct, enlarge, or improve
community facilities for health care, public
safety, and community and public services.
The purpose of the WPCLF program is
contained in its mission statement: To
benefit Ohio’s water resources and public
health by providing lower cost financing,
economic incentives, and project assistance
for public and private organizations and
individuals.

Rural Sidewalks
Grant
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Transportation
ODOT: Enhanced
Mobility of Seniors
& Individuals with
Disabilities - Section
5310
ODOT Safe Routes
to School Program

Formula funding to states for the purpose of
assisting private nonprofit groups in meeting
transportation needs of the elderly and
persons with disabilities.
The purpose of Safe Routes to School is to
encourage and enable students in grades k-8
to walk or ride their bicycle to school.
Projects can be either engineering (improved
crossings, sidewalks, etc.) or non-engineering
(education and encouragement programs).
Provides capital, planning, and operating
assistance to states to support public
transportation in rural areas with
populations less than 50,000, where many
residents often rely on public transit to reach
their destinations.

ODOT Formula
Grants for Rural
Areas - 5311

Housing
Ohio EPA: Home
Deadline was
Sewage Treatment
8/31/2016 for 2017
Systems Fund
funding
The Community
Housing Impact and
Preservation (CHIP)
Program

Ohio Housing
Finance Agency
Housing Tax Credit
Program

Home Choice Ramp
Progam

Varies depending on
application type

Provide funds to local health departments to
update and replace home sewage treatment
systems (HSTS).
Provides grants to eligible communities
interested in undertaking housing-related
activities, including necessary infrastructure
improvements. The grants are awarded
competitively and encourage a flexible,
community-wide approach to improving and
providing affordable housing for low- and
moderate-income persons, and strengthening
neighborhoods through community
collaboration.
The HTC program is a tax incentive
program designed to increase the supply of
quality, affordable rental housing by helping
developers offset the costs of rental housing
developments for individuals with low- to
moderate-income.
A part of HOME Choice, provides ramps
at their place of residence to people with
disabilities. This program addresses the
accessibility needs of the residential market.
The ramps extend beyond the scope of a
portable ramp and installation is included.
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Ohio Department of
Medicaid

Community
Development Block
Grant Program
Ohio Housing Trust
Fund
USDA

Ohio Development
Services Agency
Ohio Housing
Finance Agency

Save the Dream Ohio

HUD Self Help
Homownership
Opportunity
Program

Ohio’s HOME Choice program transitions
eligible Ohioans from institutional settings
to home and community-based settings,
where they receive services and supports at
home and in their communties.
Administered by the Office of Community
Development and provides federal funding to
communities to address a variety of needs.

Section 504 Home Repair Program:
this provides loans to very-low-income
homeowners to repair, improve or modernize
their homes or grants to elderly very-lowincome homeowners to remove health and
safety hazards.
Multiple Opportunities to assist with
housing needs.
The goal of the Neighborhood Initiative
Program is to stabilize property values by
removing and greening Vacant and Blighted
properties in Targeted Areas in an effort
to prevent future foreclosures for existing
homeowners.
Save the Dream Ohio is administered by
the Ohio Housing Finance Agency (OHFA)
and funded by the U.S. Department of the
Treasury’s Hardest Hit Fund. Save the
Dream Ohio works with approved housing
counseling agencies to help homeowners get
the assistance they need to avoid foreclosure.
SHOP awards grant funds to eligible
national and regional non-profit
organizations and consortia to purchase
home sites and develop or improve the
infrastructure needed to set the stage
for sweat equity and volunteer-based
homeownership programs for low-income
persons and families.
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Arts & Placemaking
The Kresge
Foundation

Rolling

National Edowment
for the Arts

September 12, 2016

National Creative
Placemaking Fund

Opens January 5,
closes March 2

Ohio Arts Council

501(c)3 organizations can apply- maybe
through the local arts organization? Embed
arts and culture in larger community
revitalization initiatives, engage in crossdisciplinary, cross-sector activities, exhibit
strong leadership, include artists and arts
organizations, etc.
Our town: Arts engagement, cultural
planning, and design projects should
represent the distinct character and quality
of their communities, and be carried out by
a nonprofit organization in partnership with
a local government entity.
The National Creative Placemaking Fund
invests in planning and development projects
where arts and culture play a central role.
ArtPlace actively seeks to build a portfolio
of funded projects that is a microcosm of
the varied creative placemaking strategies
used across the United States through this
program.
The OAC Guidelines 2018 describe how
funds entrusted to the Ohio Arts Council
by the Governor and Ohio Legislature
are to be invested in arts and culture,
as well as the expected returns on those
investments: quality arts experiences that
strengthen Ohio artistically, educationally,
and culturally. Organizational awards will
be made in operating and project support
programs. Individual artists will be
supported through programs that recognize
excellence, preserve cultural traditions, and
offer developmental support.
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Ohio Capital Impact
Corporation: Place
Based Strategies

Natural Resources
National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation:
Chesapeake Bay
Stewardship Fund:
Innovative Nutrient
and Sediment
Reduction Program

March 2017

Placed Based Strategies grants are intended to
assist with efforts to revitalize communities
and neighborhoods in which Ohio Capital
Corporation (OCCH) has invested in
affordable housing developments. The grants
are generally capped at $30,000, and can be
used to fund art installations, community
amenities and safety improvements. The key
criterion for this funding is that proposed
activities be proximate to properties that
OCCH has invested in. The following OCCH
affordable housing developments are all
located in Washington Court House, thus
proposed improvements should reasonably
correspond to their respective locations:
Ivy Glen; Riverbirch Greene; Washington
Court Apartments; and Zachary’s Crossing.
All of these developments were executed
by the Woda Group, with the exception of
Washington Court Apartments, which was
developed by Wallick Communities.
The overall goal for the Chesapeake
Bay Innovative Nutrient and Sediment
Reduction Grant Program is to expand the
collective knowledge on the most innovative,
sustainable and cost-effective strategies including market-based approaches - for
reducing excess nutrient loads within
specific tributaries to the Chesapeake Bay.
To achieve this goal, the National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation, in partnership with
EPA and the Chesapeake Bay Program,
will award Chesapeake Bay Stewardship
grants on a competitive basis of between
$200,000 and $1 million each to projects
that target and reflect the diverse conditions
(e.g., urban, rural, suburban) and sources
of nutrients (e.g., agricultural, stormwater,
other nonpoint sources) that exist
throughout the Chesapeake watershed.
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U.S. Department
of Agriculture:
Agricultural
Management
Assistance

Agricultural Management Assistance (AMA)
provides cost share assistance to agricultural
producers to voluntarily address issues such as
water management, water quality, and erosion
control by incorporating conservation into their
farming operations. Producers may construct
or improve water management structures or
irrigation structures; plant trees for windbreaks
or to improve water quality; and mitigate risk
through production diversification or resource
conservation practices, including soil erosion
control, integrated pest management, or
transition to organic farming.

USEPA: Urban
Waters Small Grants

EPA’s Urban Waters Program protects and
restores America’s urban waterways. EPA’s
funding priority is to achieve the goals and
commitments established in the Agency’s
Urban Waters Strategic Framework (www2.
epa.gov/urbanwaters/urban-waters-strategicframework). This program has an emphasis
on engaging communities with environmental
justice concerns. The objective of the Urban
Waters Small Grants is to fund projects that
will foster a comprehensive understanding of
local urban water issues, identify and address
these issues at the local level, and educate
and empower the community. In particular,
the Urban Waters Small Grants seek to help
restore and protect urban water quality and
revitalize adjacent neighborhoods by engaging
communities in activities that increase
their connection to, understanding of, and
stewardship of local urban waterways.
The Healthy Forests Reserve Program
(HFRP) is a voluntary program established
for the purpose of restoring and enhancing
forest ecosystems to: 1) promote the recovery
of threatened and endangered species, 2)
improve biodiversity; and, 3) enhance carbon
sequestration. Program implementation has
been delegated by the Secretary of Agriculture
to the Natural Resources Conservation Service.

U.S. Department of
Agriculture: Healthy
Forests Reserve
Program
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U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service:
Partners for Fish and
Wildlife Program

The Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program
provides technical and financial assistance
to private landowners to restore fish and
wildlife habitats on their lands via cooperative
agreements. Since 1987, the program has
partnered with more than 37,700 landowners
to restore 765,400 acres of wetlands; over 1.9
million acres of grasslands and other upland
habitats; and 6,560 miles of in-stream and
streamside habitat. In addition, the program
restores stream habitat for fish and other
aquatic species by removing barriers to passage.
EPA: Environmental spring sometiimes Under the EE Grant Program, EPA seeks
Education Grants
second round in
grant proposals from eligible applicants to
the fall
support environmental education projects
that promote environmental stewardship and
help develop knowledgeable and responsible
students, teachers, and citizens. This grant
program provides financial support for projects
that design, demonstrate, and/or disseminate
environmental education practices, methods,
or techniques as described in the solicitation
notices. EPA expects to award one or two
rounds of environmental education grants from
Headquarters and the ten EPA Regional offices.
National Fish and
The Bring Back the Natives initiative (BBN)
WildBring Back
funds on-the-ground efforts to restore native
the Natives Grant
aquatic species to their historic range.
Program
Projects should involve partnerships between
communities, agencies, private landowners,
and organizations that seek to rehabilitate
streamside and watershed habitats. Projects
should focus on habitat needs of species such
as fish, invertebrates, and amphibians that
originally inhabited the waterways across
the country. Funding for the BBN program
is administered through NFWF from federal
agencies cooperating to support this program.
Cooperating agencies and organizations include
the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Bureau
of Land Management (BLM), USDA Forest
Service (FS), and Trout Unlimited (TU).
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Self-Sufficiency
NRCS: EQIP Air
Quality Initiative

November of
every year

NRCS: EQIP HighTunnel Systems

Novemeber of
every year

NRCS: EQIP
November of
Confined Livestock & every year
Manure Management
Economic Development
The Abandoned Gas
Station Cleanup
Grant

Community
Development Block
Grants

Community
Development Target
of Opportunity
Grant Programs

Assists producers identify ways to reduce energy
use on their farms and to implement various
recommended measures using conservation
practices that address inefficient use of on-farm
energy. A screening tool is required to be ranked
in this category. This initiative only offers
assistance for 128 Conservation Activity PlansAg Energy Management Plans (AgEMPs) and
certain energy conservation practices.
This category assists producers to extend the
growing season, improve plant and soil quality,
reduce nutrient and pesticide transportation,
improve air quality through reduced
transportation inputs, and reduce energy use by
providing consumers with a local source of fresh
produce.
This category assists producers with confined
livestock to address resource concerns related
to the storage, treatment, and management of
animal waste.
Provides funding to assess and clean up
BUSTR Class C sites (underground storage
tanks with documented petroleum releases).
Local government entities who own the eligible
property or who have an agreement with
the landowner may apply. The applicant and
property owner cannot have contributed to the
prior release of petroleum or other hazardous
substance on the site.
Program administered by the Office of
Community Development and provides federal
funding to communities to address a variety
of needs. Below are the programs available to
communities through the Ohio Development
Services Agency Community Development
Block Grant Program (CDBG).
Provides a means to fund worthwhile
community and economic development projects
and activities that do not fit within the structure
of existing programs, and provide supplemental
resources to resolve immediate and unforeseen
needs.
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The Loan Loss
Reverve Program

The Local
September 15, 2016
Government
Innovation Program

Community
Development
Corporation
Microenterprise
Program

Community
Reinvestment Areas

Offers credit enhancement to eligible Ohio
Port Authorities as they originate loans
for projects that make businesses’ and
nonprofits’ facilities more energy efficient.
The Ohio Development Services Agency is
partnering with eight Ohio port authorities
for this program.
Offers communities financial assistance to
create more efficient and effective service
delivery within their area. Projects are
expected to facilitate improved business
environments and promote community
attraction with their plan for efficiency,
collaboration, or shared services. Both loan
and grant funds are available through the
program on a quarterly basis. Communities
will be able to save money and provide more
effective services to their constituents with
assistance from this program.
Provides funds on a competitive basis
to eligible Community Development
Corporations to assist with the development
of local microenterprise businesses.
Microenterprises are commonly defined
as for-profit entities with fewer than five
employees, one of whom owns the business.
Provides local real property tax incentives
for residents and business that invest in
designated areas of Ohio. The designated
areas are created and administered by the
municipality or county in which it is located,
and the area must be formally confirmed
by the director of Development Services
Agency. Real property investors meeting the
local criteria thresholds must apply to the
municipality or county for the real property
tax exemption.
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Ohio Enterprise
Zone Program

Ohio Historic
Preservation Tax
Credit Program

The Ohio New
Markets Tax Credit
Program

Training and
Technical Assistance
Programs

Provides real property tax incentives for
businesses that expand or locate in Ohio
(and may provide personal property tax
incentives for those qualifying businesses
that continue to pay personal property tax).
Municipalities or counties must apply to the
director of Development Services Agency
to have a zone certified in their jurisdiction.
To secure tax incentives for qualified new
real and/or personal property investment,
non-retail business must apply to the local
community prior to making the investment.
provides a 25 percent tax credit for the
rehabilitation expenses to owners and
lessees of historically significant buildings.
A building is eligible if it is individually
listed on the National Register of Historic
Places; contributes to a National Register
Historic District, National Park Service
Certified Historic District, or Certified Local
Government historic district; or is listed
as a local landmark by a Certified Local
Government. The program is competitive
and receives applications bi-annually in
March and September.
Helps to finance business investments in
low-income communities by providing
investors with state tax credits in exchange
for delivering below-market-rate investment
options to Ohio businesses. Investors receive
a 39% tax credit spread over seven years if
they make an investment in a qualified lowincome community business. Community
Development Entities (CDEs) apply to the
program for allocation authority, and work
with investors to make qualified low-income
community investments. The attractiveness
of the tax credit helps to spark revitalization
in communities of all types and sizes.
CDBG Training provides administrators
necessary skills to execute their CDBG
programs, including the administration
process, grant requirements and procedures,
financial management, etc.
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Tax Increment
Financing

Business Incentive
Grant Servicing

An economic development mechanism
available to local governments in Ohio to
finance public infrastructure improvements
and, in certain circumstances, residential
rehabilitation. A TIF works by locking in
the taxable worth of real property at the
value it holds at the time the authorizing
legislation was approved. Payments derived
from the increased assessed value of any
improvement to real property beyond that
amount are directed towards a separate
fund to finance the construction of public
infrastructure defined within the TIF
legislation.
The Business Incentive Grant servicing
function of the Ohio Development Services
Agency provides assistance to businesses
that have been previously awarded a
grant by the State of Ohio. These services
include: drafting grant agreements and any
subsequent amendments, processing grant
payment requests, reviewing annual reports,
and providing technical support to existing
grantees. Any questions with respect to
an existing grant agreement should be
directed to the Office of Strategic Business
Investments, Grants Section, at (614) 4662317.
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Downtown
Redevelopment
Districts

DRDs are established through the passage
of municipal legislation and must include
an area enclosed by a continuous boundary
and consisting of no more than 10 acres.
DRDs must include at least one historic
building that is in the process of being
rehabilitated or that will be rehabilitated
after designation of the DRD. DRDs may
not include any areas used exclusively for
residential purposes or any areas exempted
from taxation under an existing TIF.
The same general notice requirements
applicable to TIFs also apply to DRDs. In
addition, at least 30 days prior to the date
on which the municipality votes to approve
the DRD, the municipality is required to
hold a public hearing and provide property
owners located within the DRD with at
least 30 days’ notice of the public hearing.
The legislation establishing the DRD also
must be accompanied by an economic
development plan.
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RECOMMENDATION TABLE
People
Culture
Strategy
Develop additional public spaces
designed to host concerts, festivals,
weddings, picnics, and other events.
Pursue additional sponsorship dollars
so that Fayette County event spaces
can better compete with other venues
for concerts.
Aggressively market the county’s
festivals, restaurants, tours, shopping,
and tourist destinations on local
television channels, in hotels, and at
the Tanger Outlets.
Develop additional print and digital
materials on the extensive network
of local places that were part of the
Underground Railroad and frame
their significance within the regional
Network to Freedom.
Further inventory family cemetery
plots in the townships and market
historic cemetery tours using digital
and print materials.
Pursue additional resources to
fund public art installations. See
the Capital Improvement Potential
Funding Sources section of the
Implementation chapter for funding
opportunities.
Incorporate murals and sculpture into
public space design and redevelopment
to create destinations and community
gateways.

Entity in Charge
Time Frame
Fayette County Commissioners,
Ongoing
Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department, and
municipal governments
Fayette County Commissioners and Ongoing
Fayette County Travel & Tourism
Bureau
Fayette County Travel & Tourism
Bureau

Short Term

Fayette County Travel & Tourism
Bureau

Short Term

Fayette County Travel & Tourism
Short Term
Bureau and municipal governments

Municipal governments and Fayette Ongoing
County Parks and Recreation
Department

Municipal governments and Fayette Ongoing
County Parks and Recreation
Department
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Education
Strategy
Increase collaboration with Great Oaks
Juvenile Vocational School District
to offer a more cohesive and complete
technical and vocational education to
high school students in the county.
Increase course and degree options at
Southern State Community College
to further diversify the educational
offerings that support current and
future employment opportunities in
the county.
Promote safe access to schools and
healthy lifestyles for students by
constructing paths, sidewalks, and
crosswalks where possible. Pursue 		
opportunities to connect new trails to
schools when possible.

Entity in Charge
Great Oaks, Washington Court
House City Schools, and Miami
Trace Local Schools

Time Frame
Ongoing

Southern State Community College, Medium
OhioMeansJobs Fayette County,
Term
and Ohio Department of Higher
Education

Fayette County Engineer, Fayette
County Health Department,
municipal governments, and
the Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Long Term

Fayette County Engineer, Ohio
Long Term
Continue to pursue the installation
Department of Transportation, and
of a traffic signal at the Miami Trace
campus to reduce traffic congestion and Miami Trace Local Schools
improve pedestrian safety.
Fayette County Engineer and
Medium
Increase safety at bus stops by
Fayette County Parks and
Term
installing walking paths and lighting,
Recreation
Department
and consider the installation of a
pedestrian overpass at Southern State
Community College.
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Health and Safety
Strategy
Update neighborhoods to better
support physical activity and
incorporate health benefit
considerations into future development
proposals.
Create a working group to develop
strategies focused on attracting and
retaining health care professionals in
Fayette County, and to ensure that the
local hospital provides high quality
care.
Improve the availability and
accessibility of drug & alcohol
rehabilitation and intervention
programs.
Secure funding to remodel the building
that will have the proposed men's
residential drug treatment facility.

Entity in Charge
Municipal governments, Fayette
County Building Department, and
Fayette County Engineer’s Office

Time Frame
Ongoing

Increase knowledge among providers
and patients about existing drug
treatment programs.

Municipal governments, Fayette
Ongoing
County Commissioners, and Fayette
County Health District

Municipal governments, Fayette
Ongoing
County Commissioners, and Fayette
County Health District

Municipal governments, Fayette
Ongoing
County Commissioners, and Fayette
County Health District
Medium
Municipal governments, Fayette
County Commissioners, and Fayette Term
County Health District

Secure funding for the development
Municipal governments and Fayette Medium
of a new county jail to expand inmate County Commissioners
Term
capacity and improve safety for officers
and offenders.

Place
Historical Places
Strategy

Entity in Charge

Time Frame

Identify historic sites that can
be connected via bike paths
or walking trails, increase and
expand tours to include cemeteries,
historically significant sites, and
underground railroad sites.
Adopt wayfinding tools that connect
people from busy public spaces
to historic places. Strategies for
wayfinding tools are discussed in
more detail in the Parks & Recreation
section.

Fayette County Historical Society
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Short Term

Fayette County Historical Society
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Short Term
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Focus on reactivating historic districts
in Washington Court House to
make the area more attractive as a
destination.
Pursue the listing of any sites of
interest on the National Register of
Historic Places list.

Washington Court House Economic Long Term
Development Director

Fayette County Historical Society

Short Term

Strategy
Strategically target areas for future
green space and green infrastructure.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Commissioners
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Time Frame
Short Term

Expand the existing Rails to Trails
network, creating vital linkages
between existing and proposed parks
and green infrastructure.
The YMCA site should be considered
for further recreational development,
including the addition of sporting
fields, a natatorium, and other aquaticfocused programmed spaces.
Adopt an aggressive marketing
strategy to promote parks as spaces
that can be leased for public and
private events, thus providing
additional funding for park
improvements.
Identify a combination of motivating
and capital campaign projects to
help ensure the long-term financial
sustainability of a Parks and
Recreation Department.
Restore cultural landscapes, such as
agricultural hedgerows and historic
cemeteries and incorporate them into a
larger Greenspace Plan.

Fayette County Commissioners
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Ongoing

Fayette County Commissioners
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Long Term

Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Short Term

Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Long Term

Fayette County Commissioners
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Long Term

Parks and Recreation
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Housing
Strategy
Conduct an in-depth housing
assessment to establish where
different types of housing are located
in the county, to understand which
neighborhoods are experiencing
the most severe declines in housing
conditions, and to obtain a current
snapshot of housing market conditions.
This document can serve as a critical
tool for data-driven decision making
amongst housing investors and
government agencies.
Seek out and establish collaborative
relationships with developers to
increase moderate-income housing
development.
Apply for state and federal government
grants to develop moderate- to-middleincome housing. These grants can
be obtained by nonprofit entities to
develop and rehabilitate housing that
caters to persons with low-to-moderate
incomes.
Publicize existing programs
that assist seniors with home
modifications and maintenance,
and apply for funding that can be
passed along to senior households. This
allows seniors to modify their homes, so
that they are able to safely age in place.

Entity in Charge
Time Frame
Fayette County Commissioners and Short Term
nonprofit partners

Fayette County Commissioners and Ongoing
nonprofit partners

Fayette County Commissioners and Short Term
nonprofit partners

Fayette County Commissioners
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Ongoing

Infrastructure and Transportation
Strategy
Create a plan to track, measure and
update transportation infrastructure
to maintain a high quality network
of roads and trails.
Convert old rail beds into trails.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Engineer

Time Frame
Long Term

Consider non-trail bike and
pedestrian amenities to connect
trails.

Fayette County Engineer and
municipal governments

Long Term

Consider the aging population and
the potential for future demand
increases for transit service.
Consider a semi fixed route in high
demand areas like Washington Court
House.
Bring all sewer and water services up
to EPA standards.

Community Action Coalition

Long Term

Fayette County Engineer and
municipal governments

Short Term

Fayette County Parks and Recreation Short Term
Department, Fayette County
Engineer, and municipal governments

Work with state and federal programs Fayette County Soil & Water
to maintain and replace outdated
Conservation District and Fayette
septic and well systems.
County Engineer
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Long Term

Prosperity
Supporting Small Businesses
Strategy
Continue the practice of regularly
visiting local businesses to ensure that
they are well-supported.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Economic
Development Office

Time Frame
Ongoing

Convene local entrepreneurs, farmers
and lenders to discuss gaps in small
business and small farm lending,
particularly for microbusinesses.
Work with local lenders or community
development financial institutions
(CDFIs) to identify existing products
that may fill gaps in lending and
encourage the development of products
that may not currently exist, as is
feasible.
Work to connect underrepresented
entrepreneurs, like women, with
supports like the Women’s Business
Centers of Ohio, which can help
connect prospective business owners to
resources and training.
Meet with local anchor institutions like
Southern State Community College
and Fayette Memorial Hospital to discuss if there are opportunities for them
to purchase from or contract with local
businesses.
Market local produce grown in Fayette
County through community-supported
agriculture programs and a farmers
market at the Tanger Outlet.
Change local and county-wide zoning
codes to explicitly allow and support
the production of craft beer.

Fayette County Economic
Development Office and Fayette
County Commissioners

Short Term

Fayette County Economic
Development Office and Fayette
County Commissioners

Immediate

Fayette County Economic
Development Office

Short Term

Fayette County Economic Development Office and Fayette County
Commissioners

Short Term

Collect information on vacant commercial, industrial, or office space in
the county, including the condition of
the space and rents. Create a page on
the county website to highlight available commercial or industrial space in
the county.

Fayette County Economic Develop- Immediate
ment Office and nonprofit partners.

Fayette County Economic Develop- Short Term
ment Office

Fayette County Zoning Office and
municipal planning and building
administrators
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Short Term

Publically identify a point person to
work with new businesses and entrepreneurs to find suitable commercial,
office, or industrial space within the
county.
Promote economic development in
areas with existing commercial development or near other key nodes, like
tourist attractions or other amenities.
Maintain the county’s high retail pull
factor by enticing consumers to visit
commercial areas through tools like
a Downtown Redevelopment District
and the promotion of historic establishments.
Utilize business grants offered through
state agencies and partners like JobsOhio to maintain and expand local
businesses.

Fayette County Economic Develop- Short Term
ment Office

Community Improvement Corpora- Medium
tion and Fayette County Economic Term
Development Office
Fayette County Economic Develop- Medium
ment Office and municipal econom- Term
ic development offices

Fayette County Economic Develop- Medium
ment Office
Term

Business Attraction and Expansion
Strategy
Create an online and print ad campaign
aimed at large companies and site
selectors that highlights the positive
aspects of Fayette County. Utilize
in-house resources to create the ad
campaign or hire a third party.
Make the County’s website more userfriendly and feature community data
that is relevant to site selectors.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Economic
Development Department

Fayette County Information
Systems Department and Fayette
County Economic Development
Department
Divide the M2C2 site into an industrial Fayette County Commissioners
park and develop the site incrementally. and Fayette County Economic
Utilize the existing industrial
Development Department
infrastructure and promote uses
like agricultural production that are
already thriving in the county.
Highlight the unique benefits of
Fayette County Commissioners,
Washington Court House City
the site and offer tax incentives to
companies already located at the
Manager, and Fayette County
Economic Development
industrial park. Offer assistance in
securing grants from the State of Ohio. Department
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Time Frame
Short Term

Short Term

Long Term

Medium
Term

Present the M2C2 site to wind energy
companies by showing the fiscal
benefits of the area. Encourage
companies that locate on the site
to train residents in windmill
construction.

Fayette County Economic
Development Department

Long Term

Workforce Development and Attraction
Strategy
Identify an existing organization that
can serve as the clearinghouse for all
workforce development efforts from
both the employers’ and workers’
perspectives. This organization will
ensure that employer-based training
programs, nonprofit and public
sector partners, and local schools are
coordinating amongst one another.
Adopt a “dual-client” approach to
workforce development that works to
match the needs of employers with
skills training for residents. Work
with local employers to identify
their particular training needs and
gaps they've identified in the local
workforce. Help them to either design
their own training program based on
these needs or work with workforce
development organizations to create
appropriate training opportunities.
Consider investments in amenities,
commercial development,
beautification, arts and culture, and
housing as elements of an economic
development strategy focused on
attracting mobile, highly-skilled
workers that first choose where they
want to live and then look for a job.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Economic
Development Office and nonprofit
partners

Time Frame
Short Term

Fayette County Economic
Development Office and Ohio
Means Jobs

Medium
Term

Fayette County Economic
Development Office and Fayette
County Commissioners

Long Term
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Tourism
Strategy
Utilize existing farmland and natural
resources to promote tourism. Hold
public information sessions regarding
venue promotion and insurance for
farms used as entertainment venues.
Utilize the existing horse breeding
industry to promote tourism in the
region. Have horse shows and sales to
bring in purchasers from the region,
specifically Kentucky.
Purchase ads from major media market
newspapers, online publications, and
radio stations to promote the nearly 30
county wide events that happen during
the year.
Perform preliminary research on
property values, tax payments, and
owners for parcels in the Deer Creek
State Park area to be developed at the
lowest cost. Begin to make those sites
suitable for development.
Purchase property along Highway 207
near Deer Creek State Park and make
it suitable for retail and restaurant
development that would be attractive
to park visitors.
Purchase property near the state park
and make it suitable for large-scale
hotel and event space development.

Entity in Charge
Time Frame
Fayette County Travel and Tourism Immediate

Promote local businesses to users of the
Tri-County Trail through advertising in
trail maps. Approach local businesses
about buying ads in the maps. Place
copies of the map in local and regional
bike shops and make it available for
download.
Promote bird watching at Deer Creek
State Park and Shaw Wetlands.

Fayette County Travel and Tourism Immediate
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department

Promote pheasant hunting, especially
in the northwest area of the county.

Fayette County Travel and Tourism Ongoing

Fayette County Travel and Tourism Short Term

Fayette County Travel and Tourism Short Term

Fayette County Auditor and
Fayette County Economic
Development Department.

Medium
Term

Fayette County Economic
Development

Long Term

Fayette County Auditor and
Fayette County Economic
Development Department.

Long Term

Fayette County Travel and Tourism Ongoing
and Fayette County Parks and
Recreation Department
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Natural Resources
Strategy
With guidance from the Soil and Water
District (SWCD), add 60 foot buffers to
the county zoning codes for areas along
creeks to improve stream quality. Work
with farmers to stop encroachment
on the creeks and repair riverbanks,
riparian buffers, and vegetative buffers.
Teach and encourage best management
practices to farmers through initiatives
with SWCD and OSU extension.
Use Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency Grants to pay for the the
prevention of soil erosion near
streams. This program can teach best
management practices to farmers in the
county through initiatives with SWCD
and OSU extension (see the appendix
for more grant opportunities).
Continue working with the tree
committee to replant trees in
Washington Court House and
throughout the county. Encourage the
planting of diverse tree species and the
prevention of mono-cultures.
Educate the population on the benefits
of natural vegetation, encourage less
mowing of open spaces, and plant
parkland with prairie grasses.

Entity in Charge
Time Frame
Fayette County Zoning Commission Medium
and Fayette County Soil & Water
Term
Conservation District

Fayette County Soil & Water
Conservation District

Short Term

Fayette County Soil & Water
Conservation District

Ongoing

Fayette County Soil & Water
Conservation District, Washington
Court House City Parks,
Washington Court House City
Forester, and Fayette County Parks
and Recreation Department
Fayette County Soil & Water
Conservation District and Fayette
County Parks and Recreation
Department

Short Term

Create educational programming at
the Shaw Wetland to educate the
community on its natural functions
and the general importance of
wetlands.
Continue to work with state and federal Fayette County Soil & Water
programs to fund the replacement of
Conservation District and Fayette
outdated septic systems to protect
County Engineer.
groundwater.
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Medium
Term

Short Term

Self-Sufficiency
Strategy
Encourage educators in the school
districts to apply for the free energy
efficiency education program created
by the Ohio Energy Project. This
program provides Ohio educators
with an understanding of energy
and its efficient use by giving them
a take-home energy efficiency kit
with classroom curriculum and
teacher training. Students are then
taught valuable lessons about energy
conservation and efficiency.
Encourage local farmers to apply for
the On-Farm Energy Initiative which
assists them in identifying ways to
reduce energy on their farms and
educates them on how to implement
conservation practices that address
inefficient use of energy.
Explore the creation and
implementation of programs that offer
energy-efficiency services to middleincome homeowners and continue the
support of the local Weatherization
Assistance Program.
Amend building regulations and
codes to incorporate green building
techniques, encourage practices that
conserve energy, materials, and other
resources and divert construction
materials from landfill through
recycling and reuse.
Encourage locally-produced energy
by amending the zoning code to allow
and accommodate energy generation
from renewable resources such as solar
power.

Entity in Charge
Time Frame
Miami Trace and Washington Court Short Term
House school districts

Fayette County Soil & Water
Conservation District and County
Farm Bureau

Short Term

Fayette County Commissioners and Immediate
a local nonprofit

Fayette County Zoning and
Planning Commissions

Immediate

Fayette County Zoning and
Planning Commissions

Immediate
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Create an office recycling program
for all Fayette County offices that
resembles the Pickaway County office
recycling program.
Expand the curbside recycling program
to Fayette County.

Collaborate with a local business or
organization to create composting
program.

Create an educational program to raise
public awareness of environmentally
friendly practices like carpooling and
biking to work.
Collaborate with MORPC
RideSolutions to offer commuters
options for their daily commute to
work through a ride-share program.
Develop and implement a domestic
water management and conservation
program that educates homeowners
on practices that help reduce sediment
in waterways, conserve water, and
improve water quality.
Improve stormwater management
planning and adopt policies that reduce
stormwater runoff like Low Impact
Development Techniques for any
retrofit or redevelopment proposal.

Fayette County Commissioner,
Ohio EPA, and RPHF Solid
Waste District Recycling Outreach
Specialist
Fayette County Commissioner,
Ohio EPA, and RPHF Solid
Waste District Recycling Outreach
Specialist
Ohio EPA and RPHF Solid Waste
District Recycling Outreach
Specialist

Short Term

OSU Extension

Short Term

Fayette County Commissioners
and Mid-Ohio Regional Planning
Commission (MORPC)

Immediate

Fayette County Soil & Water
District

Short Term

Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions and Fayette
County Engineer's Office

Short Term
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Short Term

Short Term

Agriculture
Strategy
Amend the zoning code to promote
cluster and conservation development
that requires greater than 15%
preservation of open space.
Discourage sprawling communities by
encouraging new development near
existing water and sewer systems.
Encourage farmers to explore the 4-R
Nutrient Stewardship which provides
free educational materials on nutrient
management.
Collaborate with SWCD to adopt
Ohio’s Agricultural Pollution
Abatement Program (APAP) which
provides farmers with cost share
assistance to develop and implement
best management practices to protect
Ohio’s streams, rivers creeks.
Collaborate with OSU Extension and
the Ohio Farm Bureau to educate
farmers on the positive outcomes of
crop rotation and diversity.
Provide information, technical
assistance and support for the
Agricultural Easement Purchase
Program and Current Agricultural Use
Value Program.
Provide information, technical
assistance, and support for the Transfer
of Development Rights Program to
transfer density from agricultural areas
to more developed areas.
Encourage the development of
agricultural businesses and industries
to keep crop processing local and
attract more agricultural suppliers.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions

Time Frame
Short Term

Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions

Ongoing

Ohio Farm Bureau

Short Term

Fayette County Soil & Water
District

Short Term

OSU Extension and Ohio Farm
Bureau

Short Term

Fayette County Soil & Water
District and Ohio Farm Bureau

Ongoing

Fayette County Economic
Development, Fayette County
Commissioners, and Ohio Farm
Bureau

Ongoing

Fayette County Economic
Short Term
Development and Fayette County
Commissioners
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Growth Management
Strategy
Create a Fayette County zoning/land
use GIS map that is available online
for the use of Fayette County residents
and developers. This is important to
encourage growth while maintaining the
rural and agricultural character of the
county.
Work with all jurisdictions to include
all zoning within Fayette County with
the Fayette County zoning/land use GIS
map. This will streamline the zoning and
land-use review by jurisdictional officials
and be a resource for jurisdictional
officials, county residents, and
developers.
Use the Development Suitability Map
as a guide to make appropriate zoning
and subdivision regulation updates
that allows for the greatest use of sites
that have the highest suitability for
development based on counties goals
and existing conditions. By using the
Development Suitability Map as a guide,
the county can combine the existing
conditions and future goals to maximize
growth while enhancing the quality of
life in the county.
Fayette County should look to
discourage high and medium-density new
commercial or residential development
in low-suitability areas and encourage
development in high-suitability areas
to protect the rural, natural, and
agricultural quality of Fayette County.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions and Fayette
County GIS Department

Time Frame
Medium
Term

Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions and Fayette
County GIS Department

Medium
Term

County Commissioners and
Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions

Long Term

County Commissioners and
Fayette County Planning and
Zoning Commissions

Long Term
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Partnerships
General Policy Guidelines for All Incorporated Areas
Strategy
Encourage community leaders and
organizations to host events downtown to
draw new visitors to shops, restaurants,
and other amenities.
Update zoning code to allow for secondstory and third-story apartments where
appropriate, and provide incentives to
property owners.
Update zoning code to allow for and
encourage desired development in certain
areas. Zoning code updates could include
the use of design and district overlays or
form-based code.
Initiate Main Street Programs to
revitalize downtown areas and encourage
economic development.

Entity in Charge
City and Village Governments

Time Frame
Medium
Term

City and Village Governments

Ongoing

City and Village Governments

Medium
Term

City and Village Governments

Ongoing

Improve sidewalks for pedestrians,
especially near intersections. Install
crosswalks in areas of high pedestrian
traffic.
Install bicycle amenities such as bike
racks, public air pumps, signage, and
bike route maps.

City and Village Governments

Long Term

City and Village Governments

Short Term

If property owners are willing, strive for
a connection to Central Ohio Greenways
when considering future trail paths.

City and Village Governments

Medium
Term

Invest in bike lanes where feasible. In
areas of high cyclist and automobile
traffic, protected bike lanes should be
favored to ensure safety for all road
users.
Plant trees along streets to offer canopy
cover, a buffer between pedestrians and
traffic, and an improved aesthetic.

City and Village Governments

Long Term

City and Village Governments

Short Term

Invest in public seating. Prioritize
creating seating areas with movable
options that allow for flexible use of
space.

City and Village Governments

Short Term
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Washington Court House Focus Area
Strategy
Strategically use public investments like
planters, benches, and outdoor art to
create more color downtown

Entity in Charge
The City of Washington
Court House

Time Frame
Short Term

Establish a permanent sheltered space
for the farmer’s market. Begin with an
outdoor pavilion that will allow for easy
modification if desired in the future.
Continue to assess the feasibility of
a downtown cinema, brewhouse, and
café. Work to develop partnerships with
developers or business entities that can
incorporate multiple uses in one space
for a maximum return on investment.
A movie theatre that is established as
a 501(c)3 nonprofit can be eligible for
grants to do restorations and innovative
programming.
Washington Court House should create
play areas that can be positive spaces for
residents of all ages. Residents identified
a splash pad as one such amenity that is
desired by the community.
Activate downtown alleyways with
pedestrian amenities, seating, and other
creative uses. Aesthetics can be improved
thought lighting, planters, benches, and
other public infrastructure. The City
should work to activate and transform
alleys into vibrant spaces for events,
art, business expansion, eateries, and
pedestrian connections.

The City of Washington
Court House

Medium Term

The City of Washington
Court House

Ongoing

The City of Washington
Court House

Medium Term

The City of Washington
Court House

Short Term
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Implementation
Strategy
To improve awareness of the
enVISION Fayette County plan,
hard copies (for review by the public)
should be made available at Carnegie
Public Library locations and the
Fayette County Government Office.
Additionally, an electronic version
should be made available on the
Fayette County website.
Create accountability for implementing
the recommendations of this plan
by establishing an Implementation
Committee. The committee should be
comprised of community members and
will meet a minimum of two times a
year to track progress, review the plans
next steps, and report back to the
community.
While this planning effort more than
doubled the public outreach efforts of
the prior plan, there is an opportunity
to further increase public outreach
during the implementation phase.
The Implementation Committee
and County officials should provide
implementation updates in the Record
Herald, on the County’s website, and
on any County social media platforms.
This should include invitations to take
part in the implementation process
and should discuss major next steps in
implementation.

Entity in Charge
Fayette County Administrator
Clerk

Time Frame
Immediate

Fayette County Commissioners

Immediate

2016 enVISION Fayette County
Implementation Committee and
Fayette County Commissioners

Ongoing
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APPENDIX D
IMPROVEMENTS AND PROPOSALS
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BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE
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APPENDIX E:

BIOGRAPHIES
Belkis Schoenhals is in her final year of the Master’s in City and Regional
Planning program at The Ohio State University. Prior to returning for her
Masters, Belkis received her Bachelor’s degree in Sociology and Anthropology
from Denison University, and worked for a local affordable housing developer.
She currently works as an intern for Franklin County’s Department of
Economic Development and Planning, as well as developing affordable senior
housing tax credit applications for National Church Residences. From these
experiences, she has a passion to advocate for affordable housing and create
vibrant communities through comprehensive planning.

Joachim Bean is a second year Master of City and Regional Planning
student at The Ohio State University. His primary interests are focused on
community development, urban redevelopment and community gardens.
He has previously interned at the Richland County Regional Planning
Commission focusing on GIS mapping and analysis. Joachim has a
background in Fine Arts and Architecture from The Ohio State University
and offers a unique persepective on planning issues. Joachim is currently
pursuing a career in community development and improving food access.

Joshua B. Kubitza is in his final year of the Master of City and Regional
Planning program at The Ohio State University. Prior to returning to school,
Josh received a Bachelor’s of Science in Environmental Science from The Ohio
State University. Between receiving his bachelor’s degree and completing a
Master’s degree, Josh has developed five years of professional experience with
both public transportation and environmental projects. Through this work,
Josh has developed a passion for quality multi-modal transportation, land use,
and comprehensive planning. Josh used his experience to engage the public
and leverage the best for Fayette County.

Torey Hollingsworth is interested in how state and local policy can help
build stronger, more equitable communities in Ohio. When not in school,
Torey is a Researcher at Greater Ohio Policy Center, where she focuses on
place-based community and economic development in Ohio’s older industrial
cities. Prior to returning to her home state of Ohio for graduate school,
Torey received her Bachelor’s degree in Anthropology from the University of
Chicago and then worked in Washington, DC on federal policies promoting
community reinvestment and affordable housing.
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Alex Pisha is in his ﬁnal year of completing degrees in both the Master of
City and Regional Planning and Master of Landscape Architecture programs
at The Ohio State University. His experience working in design ﬁrms in
Germany and ﬁeldwork in Helsinki, Stockholm, Tallinn, St. Petersburg,
Kraków and Rome has intensiﬁed his interest in urban sites composed of
obscured cultural and ecological histories. His current research and design
work is situated in Rome at Monte Testaccio where his proposed intervention
reveals the site’s unnatural nature that deﬁnes this ancient landﬁll. Alex also
holds his Bachelor of Architecture degree from the University of Tennessee.

Jordan Henderson is a young professional from Chicago, with a passion for
affordable housing and community development. In Chicago, Jordan worked
to connect homeless and disabled people to affordable, supportive housing
environments. Through this work, he developed a passion for urban planning,
and principally the opportunity for cities to meaningfully address the needs
of vulnerable residents and communities. Jordan is currently interning with
Ohio Capital Corporation for Housing, where he supports efforts to develop
affordable housing in Ohio, and throughout the region. Jordan is the team lead
for the People section of enVision Fayette County.

Wilson Kerr is in his second year of the Master of City and Regional
Planning program at The Ohio State University. Originally from Oklahoma
City, he gained a passion for the expansion of small businesses while studying
Entrepreneurship at the University of Oklahoma. While not at school Wilson
works as a Planning Intern for The Montrose Group and recently finished a
graduate internship at the International Economic Development Council in
Washington, D.C., where he worked with the federal government to increase
funding for community and economic development organizations. Wilson is
the lead for the Prosperity Section of enVISION Fayette.

Lindsey Elam is working toward a Master of City and Regional Planning
at OSU, and she currently provides design and technical services on a range
of planning projects at MKSK, a landscape architecture and planning
firm. Lindsey has a background in social work, and prior to pursuing her
Masters, she worked for OSU’s Department of Social Change and the Kirwan
Institute, addressing issues of race, ethnicity and food insecurity. Going
forward, Lindsey hopes to leverage the sum of these experiences and skills to
meaningfully impact people and the communities in which they live.
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Philip J. Ashear is a second year Master of City and Regional Planning
student at OSU, where he is also pursuing a Graduate Minor in Public Policy
and Management. He currently works as an Intern and Planning Assistant
at the Franklin County Economic Development and Planning Department.
His interests are in areas of study that include municipal planning, downtown
revitalization, urban design, form-based code, and public policy. Philip is the
lead for Partnerships Chapter in enVISION Fayette.

Guadalupe Alvarez is a second year City and Regional Planning Master’s
Candidate at The Ohio State University and received her Bachelor of Science
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